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Saturday Is Poppy Day;
It's Time To Remember

One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers

The efforts of our fighting men in Viet Nam and Volume Thirty-Five
the resulting losses and casualties focuses the attention
of all patriotic Americans upon the annual observance
of Poppy Day this year, Mrs. Walter H. Glynn, National
President of the American Legion Auxiliary, pointed
out today.
The traditional day of remembrance for all the nation's war
dead will be observed in Fulton on
Saturday, May 28, it was announced by Mrs. Johnson Hill, Chairman
of the Poppy Committee of Unit
72, American Legion Auxiliary.
"Americans have always given
generous support to the Poppy Day
program conducted by the American Legion Auxiliary and this
year's observance provides .111 of

Fulton County
Vote Smallest
In Many Years

In one of the smallest voter turnouts in recent history, less than
800 voters went to the polls on
Tuesday to vote for Democratic
and Republican nominees to the
United States Senate, a Democrat
nominee for the United States Congress and for a Democratic nominee for Judge of the Court of Appeals.
As expected encumbent Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield swept the county by defeating his opponent Lloyd A. Wilson
of Mayfield, almost ten to one. The
vote was:
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Judge Brady Stewart Loses To Benton Judge;
Increased Assessments Viewed As Vital Issue
By Jo Westpheling
Scholarly Brady Stewart, who twice served as
Chief Justice of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, lost his
bid for re-election to a third eight-year term in Tuesday's Democratic primary. In a hard hitting campaign
centered on Stewart's age (he's.,72), and Stewart's affirmative vote to uphold the Constitutional requirement
that all property be assessed at 100 per cent of value,
Circuit Judge Earl Osborne of Benton won easily in the
sprawling 18-county district with a margin of 2370
votes.
Unofficial, but complete returns show:
Osborne
13,655
Stewart
11,285
In spite of the fact that Osborne out-campaigned
Stewart and that the Benton judge used the tax-protest
emotion to its maximum effectiveness, many politicians
are viewing Stewart's defeat as an ominous shadow
of
things to come for the Administration of Governor
Edward T. Breathitt.

comparatively unknown, in many well as elsewhere.
counties, circuit judge from MarMany Administration stalware
shall County.
in the First District are [akin&
But, as has been pointed out refuge for Judge Stewart's defeat
figuratively, the endorsement of in the tact that the 100% property
the "chiefs" is to no avail if the tax assessment issue was hard to
"Indians" refuse to follow the overcome. This reporter agrees
leader.
with Governor Breathitt that it
While it is becoming increasingly was not a legitimate issue in this
more evident that the day of the election and should not be in other
"political boss," who "controls" elections in the future.
large blocks of votes is something
The Constitutional Convention of
of a myth, the political facts of
1891 set up the 100 per cent assesslife are that an Administration in
ment and wrote it in the State
power should be able to count on •
constitution now in effect. "There
sizeable number of votes in any Is
nothing a governor can do about
Stubblefield
given election, and more so in an
060
It," Breathitt said correctly.
The following officers were electWilson
election where an opposing candi87
ed for the coming year at the
And there was nothing Judge
date has no "organized" faction to
The four Fulton precincts gave
American Legion, at the regular
deliver an equal amount of Stewart could have done about it
Stubblefield 271 votes and Wilson
'meeting Monday night:
except to perform his duties as an
strength.
27.
Commander, Curtis Hancock; 1s1
Take Fulton County for Instance. honorable judge to interpret it as
Vice Commander, Raiford MilThere are some 40-odd persons on it was written and to band down a
John Young Brown had no troustead; 2nd Vice Commander, Johnthe
State payroll. There are almost decision as he did.
ble winning over his opponents, alson ifill; Adjutant, Curtis Wilson;
as many persons who do business
though Gaines Wilson, Jr. of LouisThis analysis of Judge Stewart's
Finance Officer, Raymond Slat
with the State, and others are on defeat is not to
ville, little known except in some
be construed as an
line; Chaplain, Clyde Fields; Hisvarious boards and committees. indictment of
circles here, received a surprising
the strength of the
While
it
is
apparent
that the
torian. Vyroo Mitchell; Sgt. At
122 votes. In the City Hall precinct
The letter statement is borne out The situation is the same in every Breathitt
Administration
. It is
Arms. Joe Holland; Child Welfare
he received 34 votes, a little more vigorous, hard-working, very able by the fact that Governor Breath- county, with the number of em- doubtful that there is evidence
ployees and Administration appoin- that Judge Stewart
Officer, Dr. Russell Rudd; Service
than 25 percent of all the votes he young governor is able to attain
was, what
itt, former Governor Bert Combs, tees commensurate with
Officer, James Needham; Publicithe size of might be termed is fell scale
received in the county. In the four significant achievements as a reHighway
Commissioner
Henry the county.
ty Officer. Paul Westpheling.
City of Fulton precincts he receiv- suit of his personal efforts, it is
terms, an Administration-tvacted
Ward, Parks Commissioner Robert
lf every person identified with candidate.
The executive committee coned 55 votes, almost 50 percent of similarly apparent that the Admin- Bell,
Attorney General Robert Mat- the State Administration
sists of Curtis Hancock, Robert
in Fulton
his total county vote.
istration's First District political thews, members of
Yet, it was no secret that Govthe
Court of County (assuming there are as few
Marshal! Alexander Post No. 72,
organization is either sadly lack- Appeals Court and staff
The Fulton County vote was:
and other as 80) had been responsible for de- ernor Breathitt, his grass roots
Holland, J. D. Simpson, Fred Homing in effective leadership or that high-ranking state
leaders
and his associates were inBrown
officials per- livering as few as five votes each
406
es. W B. Netherland, Charles
it is no consumed with personal sonally campaigned
Jesse Cecil
for Judge to Judge Stewart, the outcome of terested in seeing Judge Stewart
19
Reams, Lawson Roper, Johnson
empire-buildin
g
the
"team
spirit"
Stewart,
getting
James
elected. That being the
yet were unable to over- Tuesday's election would
Lentz
1:
Hill, Wilson Martin and H. P.
have
has fallen by the way-side.
come the vote-getting ability of the been far different
case, the Administration loyalists
Wilson
The Fulton post office will be
in this county, as
Allen.
should have taken this as a cue,
The four Fulton precincts gave
Trustees are Wilson Martin, closed on Memorial Day, Monand made every attempt to correct
Brown 175; Cecil 9; Lentz 5 and
Lawson Roper and H. P. Allen; day. May 30.
the erroneous impression that
There will be no city or rural de- Wilson 122.
and the house committee is Wilson
Judge Stewart and the AdministraJudge Brady Stewart lost the
Martin. Raymond StaIMO and Rob- liveries; however, mail will be distion were responsible for the intributed to post office boxes, as county by 119 votes.
ert Holland,
creased property assessment.
The total vote was:
On the membership committee usual.
Moreover it would be the ultiStewart
are Johnson Hill, chairman, Paul
327
mate in political egotism to disOsborne
Hornbeak, co chairman, Phil Park437
miss
Judge Stewart's age, property
er, H. P. Allen, J. D. Simpson, J.
Voting in the four Fulton prePrimaries in the First Congres- and a former U. S. Congressman,
assessment decision and his retireE. McNatt, Joe Holland, Robert
cincts in the Judge's race is as sional District for nominees to the polled 16,426 votes in the
ment benefits as the sole reasons
district
Holland, Raymond Stalling, Wilson
U. S. House and Senate restated in In a bid to be Cooper's
follows:
opponent
City taxes in Fulton will go up for his defeat. True, all of the
Martin, Lawson Roper, Dr. Russell
City Hail: Stewart, Et; Oeborne °say victories foetus 11mm/bents Votes for Brovnes -opponeots:
charges were contributing factors,
10%
next
year.
Rudd,
74; Batts Hardware: Stewart 24, and the man considered all along Jesse Cecil,
Louisville, 1,08;
In Its regularly-scheduled meet- but it would be folly to assume that
Osborne 22; Health Center: Stew- to be the leading Democratic con- Gaines Wilson, Jr., Louisville,
powerful anti-Administration forces
art 27, Osborne 23; Pepal-Cola: tender to oppose Republican Sen- 2,379, and James Lentz, Bullitt ing here Monday night, the Fulton were not at work to
"test" the is
City Commission elected to inator John Sherman Cooper in No- County, 1,028.
Stewart 23, Osborne 41.
creased
property assessment asscrease
taxes the full amount auvember.
U S. Rep. Frank Albert StubbleTata) city of Fulton votiet
barometer for more important eke
thorized
by
the
1966
legislature.
Cooper
won overwhelmingly, field soundly whipped
lions in the future. This reports
Lloyd
Stewart
142
polling 3,586 to 120 for Sam Ward son of Mayfield 22,314 to 3,347WilJune 4th and Mb at Carson Park,
A revised tax rate of 27'4c per
to
knows very well how hard thei
Osborae
180
Paducah, Kentucky will be the site
of Hazard and 96 for Thurman win nomination to his fifth
term 2160 of full valuation was adopted were at work.
of the big Scout Show "ScoutacuHamlin of London.
for the coming year, in contrast to
in Congress.
The Marshall Alexander Post
Take a look at the vote in the
State Rep. John Y. Brown of
lar". Unlike previous Scout ahows
Stubblefield has no Republican the 75c per $100 now in effect. PresNo. 72, American Legion, will
LET'S SING'
Stewart-Osborne race in Hickman
Lexington, House majority leader opposition in the general
this year's feature goes outdoor.
election. ent tax is levied on 1/3 of actual County; Stewart
place flags on veterans' graves in
289, Osborne ME.
valuation.
The public is cordially invited to
the Fulton cemeteries next Satur- Boy Scout troops from all over
Nearly 900 persons voted in this
Here is the way the assessment
day afternoon, May 23, in observ- western Kentucky will camp out in attend a singing at the Crutchfield
"quiet" election; almost one-third
the
center
the
of
race
track
and
Baptist
has
Church
been
next
revised:
Sunday, May
ance of Memorial Day.
as many as vote in a county and
put on live demonstrations of out- 29. beginning at 2 p. in.
If you have had property valued
Commander
Robert
Holland door skills. Cub Scout Packs will
at $1003, its value has been listed gubernatorial election. This canstates that every veteran's grave set up booths in
not
be viewed as happenstance.
Floral Hall, while
at the full 41000 and taxed at oneshould be honored by having a Explorer Posts help
Then there's Graves County with
with crowd
third of actual value at the rate of
ON TO MUSEUM'
flag. Therefore, flags will be left control and directing
fairground
7k. One-third of its value has been such administration stalwarts as
at Meadows' vault in Fairview traffic.
W. F. Foster, Senator George
The Senior Citizens Club will visit
Three final events will highlight Lee Engel; Grumblers, Lynn Dal- $333.33, and that times the 75c-per- Brand,
Cemetery and at the tool-house In
Wayne Freeman, et al. The
museum
L.
of
the
McNatt
R.
near
The all Stout parade will begin
the Senior year; Baccalaureate, las and Rodney Foster; class will, 100 tax rate has amounted to $2.50. vote well
Greenlee Cemetery to be picked
Dukedom this (Thursday) afterStewart, 860, Osborne
Under the new tax ruling, your
Class night and Commencement. Mary Elizabeth Mitchell and Lowup by families of veterans for organizing at 9:30 A. M. at Bark- noon. Transportation will
1599.
In
Calloway County, always a
furnbe
Baccalaureate was on May 22 ell Gfooms; and the acceptance of property will be taxed at its full strong-h
graves which might be overlooked ley Park and at exactly 10:00 AM ished
old of Lt.-Gov. Harry Lee
and those interested in makactual
value,
but
the
the
will
rate
trek
down
begin
2nd
dropped
Street
with the program as follows Pro- the Mantle be Junior Class presiby members of the Legion.
to rac per $100, meaning that your Waterfield, the vote was Stewart
to Broadway and from there to ing the tour are requested to meet cessional by Mandel Brown; In- dent,
John Reed.
at the First Methodist Church at
tax would remain the same $2.50 516, Osborne 1489.
17th Street.
vocation by Rev. Barnes; Tenor
Commencemen
t
will
be
on
May
There will be three big arena 1 p.
In commenting on his victory
solo by Vyron Mitchell; Scripture 26 and will include the following: as before. The City voted to inshow,. Two on Saturday at 2:03
by Rev. W. W. Kitterman; address Introduation of commencement crease the basic rate 10% for the Judge Osborne said: "I had a lot of
coming
year
(from
25c
to
PM and 7.00 PM and one on Sun27%c).
good friends and they worked
by Rev. Henry Hanna; Benediction speaker by Mr. Holland; comTHE PRESIDENT!
On the basis of 21000 valuation, the hard."
day beginning at 2'00 P. H.
by Rev. Barnes; the recessional mencement address by Henry C.
tax will therefore be increased
Other features will include "The
Barry Roper has been elected by Mandel Brown.
Allison, registhr of UTMB; Vale- from 0.50 to 12.75.
The forces of the Breathitt AdA $10,000 propOld Country Store", hamburgers, president of Xi Omega chapter of
Class night was held on May dictorian addresses by Jeanie
erty will go up from 25.00 to 27.50; ministration could well use this as
hot dogs, snow balls, drinks and Alpha Phi Omega National Ser- 24 with the program as follows: Hinton
and Sara Jane Poe. The property worth 2100,000
other tasty snacks.
up from a mandate to defend the growing
vice Fraternity at Murray State President's address by Senior sound system will be handled
by $250.00 to $275.00, and no on.
demand for a "change" in FrankFor a week-end of fun and ad- University and Thomas Harwood president, Wayne Lohaus; class Randall Roper
and David HasteThe whole picture, of course, is fort.
Public bathing beaches at 15 venture take in the Scoutacular. has been elected second vice presi- history by Peggy Reams; class wood. Pages are Tom
Nanney
and
based on the assumption that curKentucky State Parks will open on Any Cub Scout, Boy Scout or Ex- dent. Both are from Fulton and poem, Laura Hefley; class proph- Mike Butts. Ushers
Indeed, coming events do cast
are Janie rent assessments are based on
May 28, two days earlier than the plorer will be glad to sell you • are attending school at Murray ecy, Carol Pigue and Mike Steph- Notes, Carbie Lou
Bolin, Brenda figures actually representing cur- their shadows before.
usual opening date, Parks Commis- ticket.
State.
ens; Giftorians, Letba Exum and McBride, and Harriet Hancock,
rent
market
prices.
sioner Robert D. Bell has announcHere Is the First District vote:
ed.
County
Stewart
Osborn
Lifeguards will be on duty at the
beaches daily beginning Saturday.
McCracken
8213
2734
May 28,,_snd continuing through
Calloway
516
1463
Labor Day. Their hours on duty
Livingston
226
565
will be aelait individual parks and
Carlisle .._____ 179
460
schedules will be posted.
It's very fine to write a story taries who are planning to come to
Ballard
know I am going to make my plans
000
588
Busy
Bey!
Bell sairLbis Department is die- about a family whose son has this year's Banana Festival. From
Trigg
to be able to return the hospitality
f66
257
couraging pre-season use of the achieved success to the world, but all indications it will be the most
For those of you who have asked Union
to these UK "dignitaries" if I have
370
310
beaches.
it would be much nicer to get the star-studded event in America this
to take off from some of the Fes. the answer is "yes." The Hopkins
Jottings
944
594
"It is both illegal and dangerous family's name correct, don't you year, we hope.
tival's planning.
familiar voice you have been Marshall
482
1470
for swimmers," he stated.
think? Last week I wrote a story
Among the guests who are plan327
I'm also going to have to do hearing on WENK belongs to our Fulton
437
From
The Commissioner pointed out about Hubert Bransford and his ning to come that will
very
Graves
own
R.
please me
Paul.
That
860
some
major house-cleaning so our
boy loves
1599
that two pre-season drowning, at remarkable strides in getting his more than I can say
broadcasting about as much as we Lyon
will be Rose
277
Westwood
won't
look
266
like
a
shanty
State parks occurred last year, be- college diploma after 17 hard- (Mrs. John) Oswald,
love newspapering and that's Caldwell
whose hus392
compared to Carnahan House,
348
fore life guards were on duty.
working years. Hubert is the son band is president of the University
289
592
While I am anxious to have all plenty. R. Paul is going to have a Hickman
Bell also reminded the public of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bransford of Kentucky;
Dr. Doris Seward,
586
505
of the ladies come to the Festival, busy summer. He is enrolled at Muhlenburg
that food and beverages are not and not Jim Bransford as I er- Dean of Women
of the University
297
437
I am especially happy to know that UTMB for the summer session, Is Webster
allowed on beaches. "Observance roneously stated. I was close any- of Kentucky and Elizabeth
Taylor,
1084
885
Rose Oswald is coming. Rose is doing radio anouncing at WENK Christian
by the public of this regulation way, but not accurate enough. head of UK's College
in
Union
Crittenden
of Radio and
City,
and
filling in for
235
145
Kentucky chairman of President
will help solve our beach littering Sorry!
TV films. These are some of the
Johnson's Committee on the Arts. some of the boys at WFUL.
problem."
distinguished "gals" who appeared
I'm glad he's busy! It keeps him Total
11225
She
13655
has
evinced
great
interest
in
State Parks
offering public
Tuesday was election day and I on UK's Symposium on the Status
the artistic portion of our Festival from wanting to do his own washbeach bathing are: John James only make the comment here to of Women last Fall and on
which I Bale, who is a frequent book re- and I can say that we'll have ing and ironing under my superAudubon, Buckhorn, Carter Caves, tell you that it's a whale of a lot was privileged to
viewer for the Louisville Courierappear.
some major attractions here for vision so he'll be more expert
THE FIRST!
Falmouth, Greenbo Lake, Ken- more enjoyable to watch the outwhen he goes back to Bellarmine
In a letter from Elizabeth on Journal and whose husband is a her to enjoy.
tucky Dam Village, Lake Malone, come of the balloting when your
prominent
physician
in
ElizabethThe first donation to the Twin
in Louisville this Fall.
Wednesday she said that all of the
With
Pennyrile, Boonesborough, Gener- own name is not on same. Yep, it
the
announcement
town,
last
is arranging her schedule so
week
Cities Youth, Inc., amounting to
aforementioned had been talking
that a 50-piece South American art
al Butler, Cumberland Falls, Gen- sure is!
and planning to attend the Festival that she can make up a foursome
Besides that, It'll take me that 2150.00, was made by the Illinois
exhibit will be shown at the Feseral Burnside, Jenny Wiley, KenCentral Service Club. Charles Pawsince I gave my "recipe" for in- coming to attend the events.
tival, Rose will also see the fabul- long to get his clothes back to
lake and Rough River Dam.
UK VIP's Coming
ternational goodwill as my contriJoy, the most delightful, wittiest, ous Ashland Oil Purchase Prize their natural color. Never have I lukiewicz, president of the organiUse of the public beach and
To Festive!
zation,
is asking all parents and
bution to the program. And now gregarious "fun" person I ever Collection,
the Art Guild Train and seen such tattle-tale gray white, interested
bathing areas is free, but there Is
You will find many letters in this they have set aside the date to be met afforded all of us much
citizens for contribumer- large showings of Hugh Haynie and and such crazy mixed-up shades of
a 25 cent charge for checking each week's issue
tions,
which may be mailed or
of the News giving a here.
riment when we were guests at Ray Harm
Originals. There's the other colors of his clothes.
basket of clothes,
taken to Fulton Bank or City Nasneak preview of the many digniElizabeth said that Mrs. Joy Carnahan House at UK, so you more!
(Continued on Page Moe)
tional Bank.

Curtis Hancock
Is Commander
Of Post 72

r

us with a timely opportunity for reaffirming our heartfelt appreciation for the sacrifices made by Our
armed forces in the defense of
America's freedoms," the National President pointed out.
"Through wearing Cl me little
red poppy, thoughtful Americans in
all sections of the United States
are enabled to offer simple and
sincere appreciation to our gallant
fighting men who have made the
supreme sacrifice," Mrs. Glynn
added. "In addition, the contributions made by generous Americans on Poppy Day are utilized to
aid the victims of war still in hospitals and to provide assistance to
the children and widows of our
country's war dead."
As director of the annual observance in Fulton, Mrs. Hill said that
plans have been completed for
Poppy Day here, with a number of
American Legion Auxiliary volunteers and cooperating groups participating. Poppies will be distributed throughout the city next Saturday and the volunteer workers
will be located at strategic points
to contact members of the public.
"We invite all citizens of Fulton
to join with us Saturday by supporting Poppy Day, our time of
remembrance," Mrs. Hill added.

TWO SECTIONS

The News has won awards for out
standing excellence every year It
has been submitted In judging contests.

Posieffice Cluing
For Memorial Day

Legion To Place
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"Scoutacular"
At Paducah To
Be Outdoors
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Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

PAUL and JOHANNA M. INIESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Thursday, May 26, 1966

I

111DoEGry. CORNER

I

A PRAYER FOR EVERY DAY

Our
Christian
Heritage

Make me too brave to lie or be unkind.

Readers Are Interested In Our Town's Progress;
We Need Public Forums Where Ideas Can Be Aired
wry,
If many people in this ole world
were not so timid and afraid, newspaper editors would have an easy
time writing editorials. If all the people who say to us, "I wish I could
afford to speak my mind," would
write our editorials we could sit in
the shade and never have to tax our
feeble minds for subject matters.
Unfortunately, or maybe fortunately, most people feel freer to express
their opinions to us, and depend upon
us to voice their views and make
them public.
In the past few weeks, here are
some matters that have been pointed
out to us for action. It's a very healthful sign, too, because many of the
subjects show a deep interest in community pride and development.

Vacant Stores Are Eyesores!
This subject we comment upok
first, because it has been most frequently mentioned, not necessarily
by community leaders, but by private
individuals who say that it's a source
of great irritation to have to look at
vacant buildings, many of them used
as storerooms, whose display windows are dirty, cluttered, ill-arranged
and unsightly.
True, there's not much You can
do to make a building, used as a
warehouse, look inviting and appealing. but we agree with the people
who say that at least the stored items
could be arranged so the building
doesn't give the town that "ghost
town, don't-give-a-durned" look.
Besides that, merchants who
make every effort to keep their own
shops clean and attractive compalin
bitterly that an unkept warehouse
makes the whole street look gloomy
ind uninviting for customers.
If local people feel resentment at
the disinterest of owners in keeping
;heir property in good order, what do
you think an industrial prospect
thinks about the matter? Same thing!

Image Of Central Business
District
Several years ago, we prevailed
upon a columnist for a metropolitan
newspaper to do a feature story on
our city, setting forth some aspect of
our community life that would be of
general interest to the readers of the
newspaper and to industrialists.
Said he: "Wait until the Spring,
Fulton is so ugly when it is seen in its
'naked' state."
Those were harsh words, but
true. The reporter did the story, but
he waited until the foliage covered
some of our most unattractive areas.
Fifteen years later, a detailed
study made of Fulton's Central Business District (CBD October 1965)
prepared through a Federal grant by
the Departinent of Commerce of Kentucky said this:

-The provision of open
space and greenery within the
Fulton CBD is of prime importance to its overall appearance
and attractiveness. The Land
Use Plan indicates the proposed
location for the 9.13 acres of open
space within the study area. In
order for the visual image of the
CBD to be improved, the open
Published Ivory Thursday of Ilse Year
at 209 Commercial Ave, Fulton, Ky. OM
Second • class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 421141.
A member of Ni. Kentucky Press Association
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All
Weekly Papers.

Around"

Subscription Rates: PAN per year In Fulton
Hickman, G
Counfes, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tar.
Address all mall (subscripHons, change of ad.
dross. Forms 2579) to Poet Office Bow 211 Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.

space must in properly designed
to hide existing unattractive features and to provide sufficient
greenery in the predominantly
pedestrian section. This will
serve to increase the attractiveness of the CBD and ultimately
to increase retail trade due to a
desirable
shopping environment"
The CBD study refers many
times to the bleak appearance of our
business district, the necessity for
trees, flowers and shrubbery on Lake
Street to hide the "blight of the alleys, railroad tracks and poorly tended business buildings."
We strongly urge the Fulton
City Commission and the Chamber of
Commerce to keep in constant contact
with the four-county Economic Development Council (War on Poverty
program) to seek some appropriation
from that program to put this beautification plan into motion.
Here in Fulton, where we have
one of the world's finest and largest
seed
companies, Ferry-Morse, it
seems sacriligeous to have our pedestrian areas so unattractive just for the
want of initiative to make our city a
cleaner, greener and more attractive

land.

Make me too understanding, too, to mind
The little hurst companions give, and friends,

WHAT IS HAPPENING ON THE
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS?
by Dr. N. Burnett Magruder

The careless hurts that no one quite intends.

It the news last week, the report
Caine of students at the University
of Chicago selling control of the
administration building and guardHelp me to know
ing all doors to prevent access by
University officials. This was done
The inmost hearts of those for whom I care,
appsrently in protest over the
Their secret wishes, all the loads they bear,
draft deferment tests which were
given to the students of American
That I may add my courage to their own.
ur., ersities last Saturday. In a di,paten to the Louisville Courier.
May I make lonely folks feel less alone,
Journal. Friday. May U. 1966. the
New York City Times service rc.
And happy ones a little happier yet.
ports that the statement of the
President of the University of ChiMay I forget
CA g0 was read to the Midget rebels amidst laughter sus hisses by
What ought to be forgotten; and recall,
Jacquelin/ Goldberg, a 21 year old
Phi Beta Kappa graduate student
Unfailing, all
in education. "Last year she was
a leader in the Free Speech MoveThat ought to be recalled, each kindly thing,
ment at the University of California in Berkeley."
Forgetting what might sting.
At the time of the Berkeley outbreak, it was freely predicted, both
To all upon my way,
by the students and outside obser
vers. that similar tactics would b..
Day after day,
pursued on the campuses of other
schools That prophecy has now
Let me be joy, be hope! Let my life sing!
eome to pass Surely we are now
overdue for a close look at the
implications of this
spreading
Mary Carolyn Davies
anarchy on the American univer
sity campus What does it mean
From Sam Holly's Scrapbook
and why is it taking place!
Mr J. Edgar Hoover has been
warning the American people, year
after year. that the. Communist,
were intent on getting a strong
foothold among American students.
ins. He has an infinite store of
It,' said on March 4. 1965
things he wants the Boy to learn, to
"The Communist Party in this
understand, to possess as his very
country greatly stepped up its
own. And, always, the Boy listens,
programs designed to increase its
quiet, fascinated
As the Boy
membership through the recruitsays. —rbe Old Man knows pretty
ment of youth land) to place Party
near close to everything. And
by Miss Jessie Orgain
"
mostly he ain't painful with it . . leaders on college campuses.
There can no longer be any
He can . .. tell you why the quail
doubt that they have succeeded in
sleep at night in a tight circle or
this objective The Committee on
NEW dress, NEW shoes, NEW
Above all it enabled him to watch
why the turkeys always fly upUn•American Activities of the Senhill" In THE OLD MAN AND THE
suit. NEW hat, NEW gloves. NEW
Kennedy at work: to know hien as
ate of the State of Cal.fornia has
BOY. Robert Roark has written a
car, NEW gun, NEW job. Everya personal friend, as a brilliant
just
issued another report stating
classic. The story of this fabulous
one wants something NEW. Why
President. as a man who maintainfriendship has no parallel in mod- that the University has permitted
not try a NEW BOOK!!!! Here are
ed, throughout all the crisis and
known
Communists to MflItrate
ern literature. It may be read by
a few of the NEW BOOKS that
pressures of his lonely office, the
the student body and that these
young and old alike, to the great
were received at the Fulton-South
zest and gaiety that lent magic to
Red leaders were active in the
Fulti.n Library this week.
enrichment of both.
the Kennedy years.
Berkeley rebellion.
HOME & GARDEN'S COW
Stop by the public library soon
The manner in which the ComTHE COMPLETE BOOK ON
PLETE GUIDE TO INTERIOR
and examine these and all the
munist strategy IS working is inGUN COLLECTING by Charles
DECORATION. Here is an encycloother NEW BOOKS that assail dicated by the top leader of
Edward Chapel. From the hand
your enojyment.
pedia of information and stimulatAmerican Communism—Gus Hall.
cannon of the fourteenth century
ing ideas about everything from
In the San Francisco News Call
to the diminutive, pearl-mounted
arranging pictures to redecorating
Bulletin. Hall is quoted Ai making
confections designed for the lady's
an entire house. It is a delight
this statement to a reporter:
handbag, this generously illustratboth to look at and to read. It an-We're winning Fronts are a
ed book ranges over the whole fasswers hundreds of questions about
thing of the past. We don't need
cinating story of the development
color schemes and furniture, of small arms It explains the mythem
floor and wall coverings, lighting
steries of the wheel lock, the snapWe've got the W. E. B. DuBois
and storage, living rooms and livhance, the miquelet, which anteClubs, the Student non•Violent Coing kitchens It not only gives you
dated the flintlock. It gives the his"Hades liar, l., Myth Fulton
ordinating Committee, and the
comprehensive advice on decorattory of such famous old military
Students for a Democratic Society
What is DUNG'
ing, but also arms you with inforarms as the British Brown Bess
going for us.
mation on bow to do it. Here you
Musket, the French Charleville,
The deeper significance, how
James
Ray:
Sounds like a
will find the work of top interior
and the American Kentucky Rifle.
ever,
of this student revolt lies,
tongue-tied bell to me.
designers. with practical pointers
It gives the descriptions of the
use believe, in this announcement
Brenda Archer: I think it's the
on how to adapt their ideas to
dueling pistols of our great-grandpast tense of ding; you know ding, from the Allen-Scott Report in the
your own home.
fathers, the Colts and the DeringApril 29, 196.1 issue of the Chicago
dong, dung.
ers of the old West. It explains in
American:
A THOUSAND DAYS, JOHN F.
Tony Taylor: You don't need to
detail the history of the various
Federal authorities know that
KENNEDY IN THE
WHITE
firing mechanisms which led up know.
last year, the Kremlin estoblished
HOUSE by Arthur M. Schlesinger,
to the cartridge of today: and it
Susan Burrow: Dumb or ignora huge "global -solidarity" fund to
Jr. Rarely does a historian have
ant. I guess.
describes numerous delightful vagfinance Communist-instigated and
the opportunity simultaneously to
aries of the gunsmith's art such as
led student agitations throughout
Donny Parr: It's either a trail
record and to influence history at
the Coffee Mill. the Duck Foot, the
the world For this purpose $196
or an excretion-one or the other.
the very source of power. Mr.
Harmonica, the
Knuckle-Duster
million was allocated for opera
Nelda Clement: CENSORED!
Schlesinger's position as Special
and the Pencil Pistol,
lions
in the United States and Latin
Jim Conner: Yeah, I know what
Assistant to President Kennedy..
America
in 1965.
it
MIMS, what about it'
with an office in the White House,
THE OLD MAN AND THE BOY
The fruits of this Communist
brought him into close, informal
Mr.
Robert
by
Ruark. The Old Man
Springer: What do you mean
strategy
was brought to the atcontact with the men who were
"Take a guess", I know what it
and the Boy hunt the woods and
tention of countries in the Western
running the country and their counmeans'
fields of North Carolina, always
hemisphere during the last two
terparts abroad, with the great
together: they fish the lakes,
In case some of you don't know
weeks by a student strike in the
events and policy decisions of this
ponds, and sea. Always the Old
what dung means, Websters is a
National University in Mexico City
brief but dramatic administration.
man talks, instructing, philosophis•
pretty good dictionary.
(Centlowed on Page Um)
Make me too thoughtful to hurt others so.

Jikrary Conmarr

Why Is Everybody Else
Getting An Industry
With the announcement last
week that Union City had landed another "blue chip" industry, with a
sizeable payroll, rank and file citizens
and merchants are asking more often
"why can't Fulton get a new industry?"
The question at this time is understandable since Hickman, Clinton
and Martin prepare for the openings
of the giant-sized industries they have
procured in recent months.
Although when one refers to our
twin communities as "Fulton," it is
generally regarded as meaning both
cities. But in at least one instance,
the Tennessee town of South Fulton
is branching out on its own to get industry for its community. Seine
South Fulton leaders predict that
they will have an industry before the
year is out.
The mystery of how one community can procure an industry,
while another, which appears to
be
more suitable, fails to get one, is as
yet unsolved. The fact that we have
not secured a major industry since
Ferry-Morse moved here in 1959
could mean that perhaps it is wise to
change our approach to industry procurement.
To suggest a change is not to indicate that our methods are necessarily wrong or out-moded, but
if
we're not successful in what we're
doing, then we ought to be willing to
use every avenue available to meet
the progress around us.
To secure an industry for our
community demands the whole-hearted cooperation and dedicated effort
of every private citizen and public
official. We feel sure that the Chamber of Commerce and our public officials would be delighted to have
your views and your efforts and your
influence to go forward in our industrial program.
Don't wait to be asked! Volunteer! If you are cold-shouldered or
your services are denied, then tell us
about it. Maybe we can find the answer to our industrial procurement
failures.
And if you have an idea to get an
industry that you think will work,
tell us about that too, we'll be happy
to let your views become public property.

What this town needs is a good
public forum, a "beef session," so
people can sound off their views.

Testing Your
Vocabulary

MI

FPO:.: THE FIL-rS: -

Turning Back The Clock-May 24, 1946
Beautiful and impressive was the ceremony Friday
evening, May 10, in the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. G.
Baldridge on Fourth Street. when their daughter, Rachel Anderson, became the bride of Clyde P. Williams, Jr.
The double ring ceremony was performed by the Rev.
Walter E. Mishke, pastor of the First Methodist Church.
Only the nearest relatives and a few close friends of the
bride and groom were present.
Last week end guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Newbill were the latter's brother, Clyde Glover, wife and
daughter. Marilyn, frcral Cincinnati; mother, Mrs. M. A.
Glover of Mayfield, going to the home of the former's
niece, Mrs. Eugene Bynum, north of Fulton, for a family
reunion.

Members of the Fulton Board of Education and the
mayor and council of the City of Fulton met early this
week to discuss the purchase of the old Fulton fair

grounds by the city. An
unofficial agreement was reached whereby the property
will be sold to the City by the
Board of Education.
Dr. Russell Rudd, of
Fulton, was recently chosen as
president for the ensuing
year of the Southwestern Kentucky Medical Association,
at its 77th annual meeting
held at the Ritz Hotel in
Paducah.
Sixty-three students of the
eighth grade at Carr Institute, who graduated to
the high school, heard Rev.
Quincy Scruggs, *tor of
the First Methodist Church
in Milan, deliver the
commencement address Wednesday night, May 22.
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Diplomas were presented
to fourteen graduates of
South Fulton High School
on May 15 by R. A. Fowlkes,
member of the Obion
County Board of Education.
From Latham: More
business transactions have taken place in Latham.
Basil Hawks and Lorenzo Stafford
bought out Brundige
Brothers store last week.
A nice shower was
given in the home of Mrs. Pen
Foster for Pvt. and
Mrs. William Foster
last Saturday.
Some 35 women
were present, several others who
couldn't be present
sending gifts. William is doing
duty
overseas at the present
time.
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'Why Landscape?'
Is Answered At
Chestnut Glade

CHESTNUT GLADE
By lbs. Harvey Vaughn

After a trip from the northwest
corner of the state to the southeast
corner, it is definitely decided that
there is no place more beautiful
"Why Landscape?" was one of than Weakley County. It is safe to
the questions answered by Mrs. say that there is • blooming flower
Jim Burke at the regular meeting at every home-place at this season.
of the Chestnut Glade Club in the The "Paul Scarlet" roses have
home of Mrs. Fred Vaughan last never been more beautiful than at
Thursday Mrs. Burke explained this season in this area. It is hoped
that landscaping is to make the that we will not get too busy at
home more beautiful and to in this very busy season to enjoy the
•
the value. She explained beauty that is in every direction.
Sympathy is extended to the dethat the selection of shrubbery is
a personal choice and should satis- voted family of Everette Chambers,
fy the person whose home is to be who passed away Sunday night, aflandscaped. She also explained ter suffering a stroke a few weeks
that evergreens can be pruned at ago. He is survived by his wife;
any time and should be pruned two sons, Alvin and Radford; five
more often so that it will not be daughters, Hazel Cherry, Ruby
necessary to prune so severely. Phillips, Covell& Bethel, Castello
Immediately after blooming is the Jones and Jettie Jones, and sevtime to prune blooming shrubs, eral grandchildren.
Word has been received of the
she said. Mrs. Burke and Mrs. Laverne Owensby attended the gard- death of Mrs. Ernestine Slack
en leaders meeting at Dresden re- Griffin in Michigan. She is surcently, substituting for the garden- vived by her husband, Paul Griffin,
and a son and two granddaughters.
ing leader, Mrs. V. C. Simpson.
Mrs. Johnny Hazelwood gave Burial will be at Oak Grove Tuesday.
some interesting health tips on
Miss Linda Watts, from Mem"Diabetes" and reminded that
"appendicitis can be a killer" and phis, spent the week end with her
that "your health center is borne parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ishmel
Watts, and attended church at Oak
home."
Mrs Jim Burke gave a demon- Grove Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley visited
stration on the stone art picture
which she made at the recent their daughter, Jerlyn Wade, and
family in Lexington, Ky., and atmeeting in Dresden.
The devotional was given by Mrs. tended the graduation exercises.
Orvin Morrison from Psalms 64. The Wades will go to Texas to live
Mrs. W. C. Morrison directed the after school closes, while Kenny is
song, "In The Garden." The in service there.
Most school children are enjoyrecreation was directed by Mrs.
ing the beginning of the summer
Johnnie Hazelwood.
vacation; however, there are several shut in with measles and
mumps.

Medicare Cards
Mailed To Over
Fifteen Million

Health insurance cards have
now been mailed to over 15 million
people 65 and older who have established their entitlement to hospital and medical insurance under
the Social Security Act, according
to Charles Whitaker, Social Security District Manager in Paducah.
The next large melting of the red,
white, and blue cards will be early
in June.
Cards for people who did twit
sign up for the voluntary medical
insurance part of the program—
which requires a monthly premium
payment of $3—will first be mailed
in June This mailing is being delayed since many among the 1,000,000 people who did not enroll
for medical benefits initially have
since changed their decisions, and
Congress has extended the enrollment period to May 31.
Whitaker warned that some older people may not receive cards
before the health insurance program starts in July because they
have not yet provided necessary
evidence of age or other information needed to put them on the
medicare rolls. He urged any persons 65 or older who have not supplied the necessary information requested by their social security office to do so promptly. The Social
Security District Office will be
glad to help anyone having difficulty in obtaining the requested information.

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE
VIETNAM — May 16 — Marine
Marine Corporal James D. Walker,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Walker of Water Valley, Ky., was
awarded the Navy Commendation
Medal with Combat "V" recently,
for heroism against Viet Cong
forces in the Republic of Vietnam.
While serving with "B" Company, Third Tank Battalion, Third
Marine Division, Walker's tank
was taken under heavy Viet Cong
fire during a search and clear
operation last summer. He maneuvered his tank, while exposed to
enemy mortar and email arms fire
'Into positions from which the
enemy fire could be neutralized.
UNDER STUDY
Air pollution as a health hazard
is under special study by the State
Health Department.
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B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfleld, Tana.
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We are well blessed. The doors of our
churches and synagogues are wide open...
waiting for us to enter. Set aside a time
each week...a time apart from the
"busyness" of living. You'll find more
joy in each day, if you give some time
each week to worship.

•
Pete Taylor sure has grown!
Being in the Service has
helped him grow up inside,
too. As Pete puts it,"A
guy's never so big, that
be wants to go it elona."

And the Wolf family here — will
you low look at those boysl
They're feeling very mown-up
and proud as punch,going so
0 Service with Moen and Dad.

Christian Heritage-Kenn...ea free& peps Tyre)

Greenfield Monument Works

Janet and Bill west married
right in this church--and
they come bads every week.
"Just selfishness on our
part," Bill says "After
all, our life together got
of to• happy wart here
... arid we want to keep
It that wayr

There's Susan Brown.
She's brought Mary Lou up
all alone—her daddy was
killed in the out, Susan's
a slight link thing, but
a pillar of enerigth. And
she's not at all uhame.' to
idiot—ohs kans all rig.it
—on the wrength of God.

First Methodist Church in Paris,
Tennessee, will be the scene of officers training day for members
of the Paris District Woman's Society of Christian Service Thursday, June 2, beginning at 9:30s, m.
All officers and circle chairmen
of local societies throughout the
district are expected to attend.
Classes will be led in each line of
work by district officers.
Nursery facilities will be provided, and the bookroom will be open.
Classes end at noon, at which
time a sack lunch and fellowship
hour will be enjoyed.

A group of students in the Law
School seized an entire building
and operated behind barricades in
the Philosophy and Letters Building. A reporter for the U. S. News
and World Report in the issue of
May 16, FM, has stated that authorities now know that the riot
was ignited and led by 400 Communist students out of an enrollment of 00,000 in the entire school.
The President of the University,
Dr. Ignacio Chavez, was forced to
resign and the beautiful campus is
now marked with scars and blotches of the riot.
This is the Latin American pattern which can take place under
the policy of "privileged sanctuary" and "university autonomy."
The Very Reverend John J. Kelly
was President of the Catholic University of Havana, 1950-1959. He
writes regarding the Communist
American
penetration of Latin
schools:
experifirst-hand
from
"I know
ence that State Universities in
South America are often ARMED
universities. On January 3, 1959
(just two days after Castro took
over Cuba), I was briefly taken
prisoner by Castro's men and sent
to their command headquarters:
the Administration Building of
Havana University!"
This Is, Dr. Kelly said, the situation on many campuses in Latin
America. In America, the slogan
the
has not been "autonomy"
cry is "academic freedom." The
freedom of our schools is a precious heritage, but it is not to be
used as a cover and subterfuge for
subversive agents to penetrate
American schools. For, as J. Edgar Hoover has warned:
"The successful Communist exmanipulation of
ploitation and
youth and student groups throughout the World today are a major
challenge which Free World forces
must meet and defeat."

jour soul.,.

Here's Dave Judson and Bill
.Miller. Good friends
for•good many years now.
They hardly ever "talk"
religion--they just always
find tirne to get to Services
each week.

Officers Training Day
For WSCS On Jane 2

In Operation 66 Years

'aye takStafford

(')
4,j e restorefa

Ever bean •stranger In any
town? Then you've known
loneliness. And youlmow bow
comforting it Is to come
upon •church on worgogue
. where the doors are alweng
wid. roan to everyogNo

CONIRIBUTED TO THE RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE PROGRAM ST

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
TEM CITIZENS BANK
INTERSTATE Oil.COMPANY
Joibers ef Shell Products
Plan

IAA* err beak your Iwo*
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 13641111

Hornbeak Funeral Howse
Oxygerwaquippsol ambulance
352 Carr St

Phase 47141111

Fulton, Ky.

West State Line

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Phone 472-9401

Your Preourtpflen Drug Shore
Fulton, Ky.

Mom 47143113

Rice Insurince Agency, Inc.
s.e us for alrFeer Insurenee weeds
231 Mein St.

Plume *714141

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Green florist suppliers

Cut Rowers

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm II, Auto insurance
Fonmer's Liability Coverage
20g Main St., Pullen Office Phone 472-1357

Dial 479-1371

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Stone

flklanan - Fulton Co's. R.E. C.C.
- -Ur* Seth" Ileckleally'

Lake Street

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

PURE MILK COMPANY
At. the store seat your deer
Fulton, Kr,

Phone 4724311

E. W. James & Son Supermarkeb
Union City, TOM.

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. L.
Kentucky lea..

Fulton

Phone 471441.

Henry I. Siegel Company. Inc.

Antiques

Souvenirs
excellent Feed
Private dining for 2S4

King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Patti. and Rambler Dealer

Fulton and South Pathan
101 W. State Line

South Fulton, Tenn.

Phone 335-2293

Dial 4714411

Hickman, Ky.

Hickman, Ky.

Greenfield

Dial 4724411

MARINE OIL COMPANY

Phone 479.3371
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DEATHS

HOSPITAL HEWS

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Km Carey Fria&

Mrs. Lena Radford

The following were patients in
Funeral services for Mrs. Lena the Fulton hospitals on WednesMr. and Mrs. Joe Reeves, of Los
day,
May 25,
Alexander Radford were held TuesAngeles, Calif. are now announcday afternoon in Hornbeak Funeral
ing the arrival of their second born
chapel, with Rev. W. T. Barnes,
son, Gregory Scott, who made his
JONES HOSPITAL
Everette Chambers, of Dukedom, pastor of the First Methodist
Mrs. Violet Johnson, Mrs. Dan arrival on Monday. May 16. They
Route 1, died Sunday night, follow- Church, officiating. Burial was in Hastings, Miss Inez Binford, Mrs. have a son, Jeffry Conrad, two and
Goshen Methodist Church Ceme- Clarence Roberts, Fulton;
ing an illness of one month.
Charles one-half years old. Both the mothtery near Murray.
Parks, Routes, Fulton; Mrs. Glenn er, who is the daughter of Mr. and
Funeral services were held TuesMrs. Rex Frields, and babe doing
Mrs. Radford, 81. died Sunday Roberts, Dukedom.
day afternoon in Jackson Funeral
nicely. The lad is the great grandHome chapel, with Rev. Robert night in the Smith Rest Home at
$0111 of Mrs. Frields and the late
Wall officiating. Burial was in the Paducah. She was the daughter of
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mr. Frields and Mrs. Ethel Mcthe late John D. and Susan O'Gwin
Hickman Cemetery.
H. W. Ruddle, Mrs. Susie Hill- (lain
and the late Rev J. LawAlexander of Graves County.
man, Mrs. Cletus Archer, Mrs. rence
Mr. Chambers, 76, the son of the
McClain
She was a member of the First Nettie Miller, Mrs. Mavis
later William and Nancy Palmer
WorkChambers of Weakley County, was Methodist Church at Coldwater. man, William
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
Kimbro, Buford
• retired farmer. He was a mem- Ky., where she and her husband Bennett, Win Whitnel, Mrs. Bill regular appointment at New Salem
ber of the Ruthville Baptist lived for a number of years. Fol- Boyd, Fulton; John Bradley, South Baptist Church the past Sunday at
lowing her husband's death in Fulton; Mrs. Ruth
Church.
Rickman, 11 a. m. and also at the evening
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ol- 1951, she moved to Fulton and Thomas Pearce, Wingo;
following BTU, which
Mrs. service
lie Chambers; two sons, Alvin lived here until she became ill Mildred Saylor,
Water Valley, meets at 7:30 p. m. It was anseveral
months
ago.
Jackie
Chambers of Detroit and Redford
McWhorter, Clinton; Car- nounced some time ago that the
Surviving are three nieces, Mrs. lisle Cruse, Pilot Oak, Mrs. Birdie
Chambers of near Dukedom; five
dadgMers, Mrs. Clifton Cherry of Buren Rogers, Mrs. Fred Sawyer Rice, Hickman; Eugene Evans,
Fulton, Mrs. W. L. Phillips of and Mrs. Harry Bowden, all of Crutchfield.
Route 3, Martin, Mrs. NuhIon Fulton, several great nieces and
Bethel of Akron, Ohio, Mrs. Her- nephews, also a sister-in-law, Mrs.
FULTON HOSPITAL
schel Jones of Glen Ellyn, Ill., and A. T. Waldrop of Murray.
Mrs. J. H. Maddox, Mrs. KenMrs. Robert Jones et Glendale
neth Love, Reed McAlister, Mrs.
Heights, Ill.; one brother, Irving
Lela Boone, Mrs. Brent Wade and
(Bud) Chambers of Baton Rouge,
baby, Presley Campbell, Charles
La.; two sisters, Mrs. Ruby Jones
Gregory, Earl Phillips, Mrs. Zinkie
of Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs. LoPoyner, Fulton; Mrs. A. T. JohnLarry Joe Yates, 14 son of Mr. son, Mrs. Joe Clapp,
retta Bryson of Baton Rouge, La.,
Mrs. Harold
eleven grandchildren and three and Mrs. Bobby Yates of 204 South Vaughn, Mrs. Archie
Hornsby,
Sixteenth Street in Mayfield, died South
great grandchildren.
Fulton; Elmore CaPelen,
in the Baptist Hospital at Memphis Route 1, Fulton;
L. D. Dedmon,
at 2:45 a. m., Wednesday, May 25, Route 2, Fulton;
Mrs. Mattie
from injuries sustained in a motor- Rogers, Mrs.
A. G. Campbell.
cycle accident Tuesday.
Route 4, Fulton; Mn. Grate
Larry was a freshman at May- Ferguson,
Clinton;
Mrs. Fred
Funeral services for Mrs. J. J. field High School and was • mem- O'Neal, Route 1, Clinton;
Mrs. B.
Faulkner were held last Sunday af- ber of the First Baptist Church.
E. Crooks, Route 3, Clinton; Miss
Funeral services will be held to- Eunice McAlister,
ternoon in White-Ranson Funeral
Water Valley;
Home chapel in Union City, with morrow (Friday) afternoon at 2730 Mrs. Carl Cooley, Route 1. Water
m. in the Northside Baptist %'alley; Mrs.
Rev. John Bradley of South- Fulton
R. E. Mount. Mrs.
and Bro. Lexie Ray of Union City Church in Mayfield, with Rev. Bob Edward Yates, Route 2, Water
C.
Jones
and Rev. Carey Puckett Valley; Frank Mooney,
officiating. Burial was in Obion
Hickman,
officiating Burial will be in the Mrs.
County Memorial Gardens.
Wilson Outland, Wingo, Mrs
Mrs. Faulkner, who lived at Mayfield Memorial Garden, with Jim Gore, Route 1, Wingo.
Harris, Tenn., died on Friday Jackson Funeral Home of Dukemorning, May 20, in Jones Hos- dom in charge.
In addition to his parents, he is
pital, where she had been a patient for a week. She was the former survived by one sister, Gail Yates
of
Mayfield, and his grandmothers,
Miss Dona Frankum of Obion
Mrs. Carrie Canter of Symsonia
County.
4 and
Mrs. K. A. Quisenberry of Mt.
In addition to her husband, she
The News takes pleasure in
is survived by seven sons, J. J. Sterling.
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
Friends may call at the funeral following
Faulkner, Jr., of South Fulton,
friends:
Eugene Faulkner of Union City, home.
May 27: Karen Gayle Frields.
Leon Faulkner of Clinton, Owen
Mary Woodruff; May 39, Jerry R.
Faulkner, Oscar Faulkner, Ben
Laird. Finis Vancil; May 29: Joe
Faulkner and Joe Faulkner of
Bennett, Maurice C. 13ondurant,
Harris; two sisters, Mrs. Narene
Evelyn Lee, David Robey;
Damon of Rives and Mrs. Homer
Funeral services for
Claude
Dunn of Harris, twenty-two grandMay 30: Gary M. Creason, Mrs.
"Bunk''
King
were
held
Monday
children and twenty great grandafternoon. May 23, at Barrett W. W. Jetton, Mrs. W. S. Mantle;
children.
Funeral Home, with Rev. Estell May 31, Jerry Craven, Bodie JonaMrs. Faulkner's grandsons servkm, Faye McNatt; June 1: Joan
ed as pallbearers. Active pallbear- Triplett officiating. Burial was in
Bond, Gary Flowers, Mildred Mcers were Kenneth Faulkner, Glenn the Hickman city cemeterf.
Mr. King, 51, was found dead Daniel, A. A. McGuire.
Faulkner, Mikie Faulkner. Gerald
near his market early Sunday
leon Faulkner, Jimmy Faulkner,
morning. According to Fulton
Donald Faulkner, Charles Dunn
County Coroner Don Chaney, Mr.
4nd Hershel Darnons. Honorary
King bled to death from a- cut on
rallbearers were
Marvin Earl his arm, sustained when
he acciFaulkner, James Faulkner, Keith
dently broke the glass in the front
Faulkner, Danny Faulkner. 'Perry door
of his store.
Faulkner. J. D. Faulkner and HowSurviving is a daughter, Mrs.
ard Faulkner.
Patsy Hepler of Hickman.

Everette Chambers

Homecoming will be held on the with a bountiful repast. The after- at the time of this writing.
first Sunday, June 5, with Sunday noon service Was in the tine of
Mrs. John Mitchell remains very
School opening at 10 a. Si and dedication of this new church, sick at her home in Dresden.
All
worship service at 11. Basket which is located on Palmersville. friends here hope to get a
much
lunch will be served on the church Boydaville Road and moved from better report from her
bedside
grounds at noon. The afternoon the original site, where it stood soon.
will be devoted to singing, both
J. W. Bynum will be in Jackson.
so many years. Many attended
congregational and quartets, duets, and enjoyed the day as well.
Madison County Hospital Tuesday
piano duets and solos by featured
for another eye operation. We hope
groups. 'Pastor Rodgers and the
Deep sympathy is extended to he will respond quickly, with
no
church invite everyone to attend Mr. and Mrs. Crittendon in the complications.
each service.
loss of their son, who was killed
Mrs. Johnnie Abernathy, of Los instantly Saturday night in a car
TOIL AND TROUBLE
Angeles, Calif., left for her home race at Mayfield. Funeral and buthe past week, after a visit with rial will be Tuesday afternoon,
Preen
The Fulton "Kernel"
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E44 but details are not known at this
Double, double toil and trouble.
Gunter in Dresden, Tenn., also time.
Fire burn .and caldron bubble.
their aunt, Mrs. Ed Frields.
tool it with a baboon's blood,
Deep sympathy is also extended
It was Dedication Day at Old to the Everette Chambers family.
Thea the charm is firm and good
Bethel Baptist Church the past Mr. Chambers'.desth came Sunday
By the pricking of my thumbs,
Sunday. Rev. Howard Miller and night at Jones Clinic, after several
Something wicked this way
his congregation were hosts to weeks of illness. His survivors are cornea.
many visitors, with a full day's his companion, five daughters and
What is this—Chemistry Class'?
program. Rev. Lois Kingston filled a son The body is in charge of
No. Its just an except from Macthe pulpit at eleven o'clock. At Jackson Funeral Home and the beth Act IV but I'll bet it
fooled
noon a basket lunch was spread, funeral services have not been set you.

Larry Joe Yates

Mrs. J. J. Faulkner

Happy Birthday
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Claude King

Heart Clinic
In Mayfield
For The Poor

'

CARD of THANKS

The family of Odis Dublin wish
to thank each and every one for
the kindnesses shown our brother,
father and uncle and for every
word of kindness to us in our grief
and sorrow. Thank you for everything. May God bless each and
everyone is our prayer.

CLASSIFIED ADS
'FOR RENT- Two furnished apartments, one on Kentucky side and
one on Tennessee side. Everything
private. Available now. Phone
479.2410.
260R SALE - Conn saxophone.
Like new. If interested call
472-1600.
IT ANTENNAS, We Install —
trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472.3643. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma.
chirie and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex.
change Furnittwe Co.

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

DIAL 472-1997
Storm Doors
Siding-Roofing
Awe)

Insol•Hon
Windows
FHA T., -is

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main

BIll Taylor

T. E. Higgs
Funeral services for T. E. Higgs
were held Wednesday afternoon in
Doug Murphy Funeral Home in
Martin, with burial in East Side
Cemetery, Martin.
Mr. Higgs, 45. known to his
friends as Jack, died suddenly last
Saturday afternoon at his home
near Martin.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Agnes Higgs; one son, Billy
Mac Higgs, serving in the U. S.
Army at Viet Nam; one daughter,
Linda Carol Higgs; two brothers,
Joe and James Higgs of Fulton;
one sister, Mrs. Holmes of Dresden, and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Higgs of Martin.

Mrs.Paul Griffin
Funeral services for Mrs. Paul
Griffin were held Tuesday afternoon in the Oak Grove Church of
Christ, with Bro. Atlas Brewer officiating. Burial, in charge of
Jackson Funeral Home, was in the
church cemetery.
Mrs. Griffin, 62, died suddenly on
May 18 in Hazel Park, Michigan.
She was the former Miss Ernestine
Slack, the daughter of the late
Richard and Sally Bogard Slack of
Weakley County.
SurvivIng are her husband, Paul
Griffin, and one son. James, both
of Hazel Park, two grandchildren
and Isis great grandchildren.

On Friday, June 10, a one-day
heart clinic for adult patients unable to afford medical care will
be held in the Graves County
Health Department, Mayftekl.
The clinic will be conducted by
a medical team headed by Dr.
Leonard Leight. Associate Professor of Medicine at the University
of Louisville Medical School, and
Director of the Cardiovascular
Laboratory at Louisville General
Hospital.
Sponsored
by the Kentucky
Heart Association, the State Department of Health, the U. of L.
Medical School, and the county
health
departments, the clinic
provides a diagnostic service for
each patient, along with recommendations
for treatment and
management of the case. Opportunity will also be provided for the
physician referring the patient to
consult with the clinician regarding his patient, and no patient will
be admitted without a written referral from a physician.
Necessary expenses of the clinic
are being underwritten by KRA
and the State Health Department.
In addition, the state and county
health departments will provide
space and equipment as well as the
assistance of their medical personnel.
The clinic will serve patients
from Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle.
Fulton. Graeles, Hickman, Livingston, Marthall and McCracken

BUSY, BUSY I
The Kentucky Health Department laboratory performed 349,643
Hugh Mack Sloan, son of Mr. examinations in 1965 on 224,252
and Mrs. William Sloan of South specimens.
Fulton and a student at the University of Tennessee, has been chosen
a member of the Vol Corps, an orSEND 'EM HOME!
ganization composed of students
who serve as student recruiters
J. B. Priestley, the English
and in public relations for the writer, says: "I have never seen
school.
why young men in universities,
turning themselves into mischieviTOTAL LOSS!
ous and sometimes dangerous
The Woodrow Long home, east of mobs, should be treated indulgentFulton on East State Line, was ly . . Students are not supposed
practically destroyed by fire last to be ignorant and stupid. If they
Friday morning. The house was a are, then they should
be sent home
total loss some of the contents and not receive
education at public
were saved.
expense . . ."
IN VOL CORPS

The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton ...up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of
the year,
singing a song of "bee' buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's SWINGIN' paper .. . live, newsy, well
-printed
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six
-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reaches twenty-fi
ve thousand
pairs of eyes.
Never before in the history of Fulton has there been a publication
with such
wide weekly coverage available for advertisers.
Do Shopper advertisers like it? Ask any of them and they'll
tell you that
ads in the Shopper keep business swingin' like never before. It is
selling more
merchandise because it is reaching more people!
Put your advertising in the Fulton Shopper and listen to your
cash registers play a happy tune!
The FULTON SHOPPER is published each week
by THE NEWS
209 Commercial, Fulton. Phone 472.1600 and let us
come over and tell
you Its complete story.

ti
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Cecilia Wright
Is Honors Day
Speaker Friday

mote good will and our country program. This will depend, of
TOPS IN POP
could not have sent better "diplo- course, on my schedule here at
mats" to Ecuador. My sincere the time.
pretty flowers from many flowerMonday, Monday — MaNfas and
congratulations to all of you.
ing plants we always gave her on
I have heard a lot of mighty fine PaPas
Yeah, Mani
STANDARD FRUIT AND
This year's Festival will, I know, things you and your group have
special occasions, and which she
Kicks—Paul Revere and the
STEAMSHIP COMPANY
be a successful one and I am most been doing from our mutual friend, Raiders
I heard a good story the other usually transplanted to her garden.
New
Orleans,
hopeful
Louisiana
that
I
my
know
now
schedule
Ballad of Irving — Frank Gallop
why
will
per- Congressman Frank Stubblefield.
she loved this
day about two teenagers who were
mit me to participate.
hobby so much. In the first place
Sloop John B. — The Beach Boys
Frank is a capable and respected
going steady.
May 19, 1966
it's
therapeutic. Nothing banishes
Rainy Day Women — Numbers
Again, thank you for your Member of the Congress and I
Here's the conversation:
Thank you for your letter of May thoughtfulness in this instance, have enjoyed my association with 12 and 3.5 — Bob Dylan
Friend: "Don't you think that problems from one's mind like
Time Won't Let Me — The Outhim very much.
11th and the enclosed newspaper and with kindest regards, I am
your girl friend gets her way too clearing an area for a new bush,
or putting seeds into the ground,
siders
With warmest regards, I am
article describing your recent trip
Sincerely yours,
much?"
Groovy Kind of Love — The
Sincerely,
/s/ Ross Bass
to Ecuador. The efforts you and
Going-Steady-Male: "She sure all the while wondering how long
it
will
take
Mindbenders
for
them to start peep/s/ John C. Watts
the other good citizens of Fulton,
U. S. Senator
does. She's so sure of me she
Soul and Inspiration — Righeous
Kentucky and Tennessee are makwrites her diary a week in ad- ing through the earth and whether
the flowers will be healthy and
Brothers
ing to help our relations with Latin
vance."
IN RECITAL
pretty.
Daydream — Lovin' Spoonfuls
American countries are certainly
Mrs. Steve Wiley will present her
Congress of the United States
Batman's Grandmother — Dickmost laudable and we congratulate
One of these years, very soon, I
piano students in recital Friday
House of Representatives
Visiting Kinfolks!
le
Goodman
am going to banish every activity
you.
night, May 27, at 8 p. in. in the
Washington, D. C.
(Results of a favorite song pool
in my life, except writing, and
Woman's Club building. The pubWe are happy that we were
Mrs. John Walczak is here from
taken
by the Kennel)
This is to acknowledge receipt lic is cordially invited.
privileged to participate in a small
Grand Rapids. Michigan visiting spend every waking moment workway in your recent Ecuadorian of and to thank you for your nice
with her sister Connie and all the ing in the good earth.
letter
This
of
May
12th
week
enclosing
I
had
T.
the
D.
Morris
tour
wish
and
you
NEARLY
HALF-WAY!
the greatest
others in the Pawlukiewiez family.
success with your coming festival excellent newspaper supplement
Kentucky ranks 23 among the 50 FAR MORE WATER NOW
I had to laugh at Connie last come out and clear out some old
USED IN HOMES
describing the recent people-to- states in enrollment in
program.
week. I hope her sister doesn't rubbish that was standing around
public elepeople mission to Ecuador. I am mentary and
Very sincerely yours,
secondary schools,
mind me telling -this story. It's un- the out-buildings and found underST. LOUIS — A. U. S. home
sure
neath some warm, fertile ground
this
was
a
most
interesting
the Kentucky Education Depart- without running water
D. J. Kirchhoff
derstandable since Connie stays so
earlier in
and enjoyable trip and I do ap- ment reports.
President busy-doing Banana Festival work. that looked as though It was begthis century used only about 40
preciate your sending me this fine
ging for some plants to grow. So
gallons
of
water
a day. Today that
I asked Connie if she and Charlie I accommodated the plot.
account of same.
NEARLY GONE I
much water is used while running
• would like to go to • JeffersonI went out and bought some pepI also appreciate your cordial
Polio has been virtually eliminat- a shower for eight minutes. Each
STANDARD FRUIT AND
Jackson Day dinner meeting with per
plants, egg plant slips and toinvitation that I attend your Fourth ed in the state since 1962, says the American today uses from 120 to
STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Paul and me that was held last mato
plants and planted them
Annual Banana Festival from Sep- State Health Department.
New: Orleans, Louisiana
200 gallons a day.
Saturday night in Mayfield. Connie everywhere
I thought they would
tember 25 through October 1. It
Cecelia
Wright
said she didn't think that she could
grow. I also ordered twelve tois
not possible at this time to preMay 20, 1966
go because Charlie had mentioned
mato plants from some place In
Cecelia E. Wright,
dict an adjournment date but in
ranking
something about Saturday night as Georgia
One can see at a glance in your the event that Congress has adthat advertised: "We'll third in the graduating class of
she was leaving the house one day
furnish the plants, you furnish the 1966 with a standing of 2.81, will be May 1.2 issue that everyone had a journed I am already committed
at noon.
ladder."
the Honors Day speaker at Fulton wonderful time on the Ecuador to other engagements during that
The next day Connie came back
trip. Reports reaching us from period. I regret my inability to acWell, with that kind of sales pitch High School Friday morning.
and told me what the committment I planted
Ecuador indicate that they enjoyed rept your invitation and want to
the tomatoes in areas
Cecelia plans to major in elewas . . . much to Charlie's con- where
I could build a 15-foot trellis mentary education at Murray your visit equally as well.
take this opportunity to wish you
sternation.
We have had several requests and your associates another highso that the plants could grow sky- State University and is Secretary
"You're asking me what we ward and on which
I could attach of Future Teachers of America, for copies of your May 12 issue. ly successful Festival.
have to do Saturday . .. don't you a ladder,
Could you send six copies to my
With kind personal-regards, I am
just like the ad said.
Quill and Scroll and reporter for
know that's the day your sister is
I showed my handiwork to Paul French Club. She is also a member attention along with a bill for any
Sincerely yours,
coming in from Michigan?"
and the children, but somehow of the "Kennel" and "Gr-r-rowl" charges.
/s/ William H. Natcher, MC
And that's how busy we are they couldn't
looking forward to seeing you
visualize me in the Staffs and Future Nurses Club.
these days planning for this year's roll of "Jo
and the whole "bunch" in Fulton
and the tomato-stalk."
Because of her
outstanding this October.
Banana Festival program.
Especially since the rabbits have scholastic
Congress of the United States
achievements she has
Yours very truly,
already nipped off most of the been
House of Representatives
awarded a scholarship to
Paul Yoder
Garden's In!
leaves on the tomato slips. But I'm Murray State
Washington, D. C.
University by the
Manager, Sales Promotion
hopeful The next time somebody University
itself.
Some of the dearest and sweetlaughs at my vegetable garden I'm
International Banana Festival
est memories I have of my youth
She
is a member of the First
Association, Inc.
just going to hold my fire until
are those of my mother and the
Fulton, Kentucky
mid-summer when my crop comes Baptist Church, Training Union,
Congress of the United States
deep love she had for flower gardin. Then I'll just throw tomatoes Sunday School, and is an officer
ening. With a great big family
Thank you very much for your
Thank you for sending the copy
in the faces of the skeptics and of the Young Woman's Auxiliary.
and a lot of sewing and housekeepHer hobbies are tennis, sewing, of the newspaper depicting scenes thoughtfulness in sending me the
give the rest of the bounty to
ing to do. Mama reserved a part
and
swimming.
12th edition of The News tellMay
from your recent trip to Ecuador.
friends and neighbors.
of every day to working with her
I certainly hope it will be possi- ing of the mission to Ecuador
That is if the rabbits don't win
flowers, chopping grass, transUniversity) in Lafayette, Louisi- ble for me to join you on a later which I have read with interest.
out!
planting and picking bouquets of
With kind personal regards, I
ana. Wayne had a better offer, I trip and appreciate your thoughtM
am told, at another college, but fulness in writing.
Sincerely yours,
Visiting Hornell
With every good wish, I am
chose Southwestern because he
Meer*NM ha SPEAS
/s/ Frank Chelf
Sincerely,
It doesn't make any difference could teach European history inMember of Congress
/s/ Richard Fulton, M. C.
how far away people may roam stead of American history.
from Fulto n, or for how
Wayne will get his master's delong. it's always "home." Eliza- gree in September. He would have
beth King Davis who has been received it this June but putting
Congress of the United States
Ecuadorian Tours
away from Fulton for almost eight his thesis into final order took
House of Representatives
My sincere and deepest thanks
.ears took the notion that she more time than he alloted. But it's
Washington, D. C.
wanted to come back and see all all through now so the degree is for the kind words contained in
Many thanks for sending me a
your letter of April 28th. I believe
the things that have happened to on its way.
Fulton since she left.
And Bob is working 'way out that the success of your recent copy of the supplement to your reSo Elizabeth just got on one of west in Grand Canyon National visit was mainly due to you and cent trip to Ecuador.
Your thoughtfulness in making
those big ale airplanes last week Park having the time of his life. the nice people that conformed this
this available is greatly appreciatand came to Fulton to saturate her And, his mother Mildred tells us, group.
C•opatra once bet Mark Anthony
that she could dewier a fortune
It was really an unforgettable
love for the old hometown and to one of his fellow workers is a
in a single meal. To proof her
Sincerely,
see all of her old friends.
young man who was in the chorus experience for me and all the
point, she dissolved a pearl In
/s/ James H. Quillen
Ecuadorians that came in contact
It's
with
hard
him
to
at
believe,
the
but
University
her
of
vinegar and drank the liquid. The
daughter Jeannie is now 25 and is Michigan. Neither knew that the with your bunch and I will always
wins of the Nils know the almost
working at UCLA by day and go- other was going out west, but now remember those days when work
magical properties of vimpr
ing to school in the evening to get they know and are having a real seemed a pleasere.
and Seen knows more about vinUnited States Senate
egar than anyone .,. as they
I only hope that these mutual
her college education, which she
Washington, D. C.
bare bum la Minus
feelings and sympathy that you
will be completing soon.
Red Ripe
Thank you for your letter of May
elate HEIL
and I have started between the
It's wonderful to have you here
United States and Ecuador, will 12 and the enclosed supplement deagain Elizabeth!
Sara On the Go-gol
scribing
a
Ecuador
visit
recent
to
continue to grow and will certainly
It would take a hill time reporter
contribute to a better knowledge by a group representing the Bato keep up with all the wonderful
The Anderson Boys
understandin. of our countries. nana Festival.
and
hospitality being shown Sara Butt
I hope you have a most success
News from the Anderson boys ..
Looking forward to a continuous
APPLE MIR
Ambers, • former Fultonlan, who
flow of friendship and to your next ful celebration this year. I hope
Wayne and Bob. Wayne has acTea Time
is visiting here from Palo Verdes
or DISTILLED
that
I will be able to be present but
visit to Ecuador, where you are
cepted a teaching position at SouthPeninsula, California. If she came
at this time my schedule is uncer
always welcome, I remain:
western College (or maybe it's
here for a vacation it was a lost
lain, and I am unsure whether I
Friendly Yours,
cause. She has been "on the go."
/s/ Cecil Teran V. Manager can attend.
so much that she'll need a rest
With best wishes,
P. S. My Best Regards to Paul
cure when she gets back home.
Sincerely yours,
and to those you may see from
CLarcoal
(10 lb. Bag 53c)
/s/ Albert Gore
the bunch.

NOTEBOOK—

Letters of Interest

PLAY

AWARDS AND
PRIZES AT - -

PLAY IT LIKE BINGO
WIN UP TO

$1000.00 IN CASH
And A&P Products Awards

EXTRA SLIPS
To Help You Win!

How Cleopatra ma bet
from Matt Anthony

t'SPEAS

Try

VINEGAR

GLADS FOR
DECORATION DAY
WEEKEND
$2.00 Per Dos.
$4.00 Per Dos. in Vases with greenery

These glads are the- same quality we sell the
year round at $6.00 per doz, made up and are precooled, refrigerated and handled with care at all
the flower shops listed below.
CASH AND CARRY

YOUR UNITED CITY FLORISTS
BILLY & ANN'S FLOWERLAND
472-1264

Commercial Ave.

JOY LYNN FLOWER SHOP
472-1316

Walnut Street

MAC and FAY FLOWER SHOP
Collinwood

479-2811

SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
Carr and Commercial

472-1577

Small World
Small World Department: Maggie Pickering came in a few weeks
ago to tell us just how small it
really is. Maggie brought us a
message from Tobe Perce who
lives in California. She said that
Tobe encountered a lady at a bank
In California where he does his
business and noticed that the lady
had something of a Kentucky
"drawl."
After a few visits with the lady
Tobe remarked to her that her accent sounded much like Kentucky
whereupon the lady said that she
WAS from Kentucky . .. from the
eastern section. Tobe 'lowed as
how he was from the Western part,
from Fulton.
Whereupon the lady said: "Do
you know Jo Westpheling?"
"Indeed I do," said Perce. "I've
known Paul and Jo since they moved to Fulton."
And who was the lady?
Pearl Runyon, a very dear and
a very old friend, who is a former
Kentucky State Treasurer and one
of the most well known and beloved lady Democrats in this here
Commonwealth.

Commonwealth of Kentucky
Sure appreciated your Banana
Festival supplement and enjoyed
very much the account of your
trip and the pictures. You have
done an outstanding job with this
promotion and I congratulate you.
I am trying to work my affairs
around this year so that nothing
can interfere with my having an
opportunity to attend.
With every good wish, I am
Sincerely,
/s/ Harry Lee Waterfield
-Lieutenant Governor
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Thank you for your thoughtfulness in sending me a copy of "The
News" which contained the story
of your recent trip to Ecuador.
I thoroughly enjoyed reading
about your trip, Mrs. Westpheling
—I know it was a wonderful one
and I know that everyone concerned profited greatly from it. Your
group is certainly to be commended for its diligent efforts to pro-

THE DOBBS TRUSS

No Bulbs—No Belte—No Straps. Heide rupture In and op Eke the
hand — Accept No Other—Aectept the Best For
lienhaelble

RUPTURE
Washable, Sanitary — For Single Or Mahal
RIMMIrs

CITY DRUG COMPANY

408 LAKE STREET

PHONES 70. CM

Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
I greatly appreciate your letter
of 12 May and hope that I may
be able to join you and the fine
people from Fulton and nearby
Tennessee for your next festival

S

Watermelons

Each Mc

Our Own Tea Bags

48c1 4k

Briquets

20 lb. bag 95c

Ann Page

Pork & Beans 21b5 9oz Can 2k

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2000 FEET FREI; PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
-ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
- - AT

FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY-

FULTON, KY.
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Joe Mania, County Agars
Betas OW, Teas.

Senior Citizens In Rural
Areas Eligible For Loans

SACK TO PLANTING
Many farmers have kidded us
this week wondering what we could
write good about farming In our
news article this week. BMWse me
we are at about our rows end in
regards to this matter. It seems as
if farmers have been knocked for
a loop as the small amount of frost
bit planted corn doesn't look real
good, very little cotton up to a
good stand, soybean planting time
with no soybeans planted, alfalfa
weevil worms still eating on alfalfa, and then last week army
worms started eating on wheat,
barley, fescue, clovers, oats, pastures and strawberries in almost
every section of Obion County.

Kentucky's senior citizens living
rural areas and in need of helm* housing may be eligible for
Administration
'armers Home
"edit, according to Raymond E.
AdminisHome
Farmers
logue,
ration supervisor serving Carlisle,
County.
'ulton and Hickman
The senior citizen housing loan
rogram of the Farmers Home Adiinistration provides credit to
'derly persons, 62 years and over,
-ho live in a rural community of
,500 population or less. The loan
ears 4 percent interest and may
e repaid over 33 years.
Loan funds may be used to build
modest new home suitable to the
eeds of elderly occupants or purhose a previously occupied house.
lithe elderly couple does not
ave adequate repayment ability,
tends or relatives can co-sign the
ote.
The FHA supervisor said elderly

Fulton County
Soil District
Enters Contest

started when 2 or 3 worms per
square foot are found
Several insecticides such as lox
a phene parathion, methoxychlor,
and sem do a real good job in
controlling the armyworms

11111111 COURT

CATTLE SPRAYING
DEMONSTRATION
Fly time is here and we have two
beef cattle spraying demonstrations scheduled for Thursday
morning, May MI. The first spray
demonstration will be at 6.00,
Thursday morning when Charlie
Gibson's entire herd between Union
City and Troy will be sprayed.
Later on Thursday morning the
Hoyt Dyer herd will be sprayed.
Why don't you start out the fly
season with your cattle by spraying them and placing sonic insecticide on your cattle back rubbers.

Fulton County Soil and (Water)
Conservation District has entered
the 20th annual Goodyear competition to select the nation's top 33
conservation districts, according to
Charles E. Wright, Route 1, Fulton, Kentucky, District Chairman.

residents may also be eligible for
smaller loans for home repairs.
He pointed out that there was
a growing demand in small towns
Activities of the district will be
for rental units designed to meet
weighed against the performance
the housing needs of older folks.
of other districts in the state in deThe Farmers Home Administratermining the outstanding district
ornonprofit
to
funds
loan
tion can
In the annual event sponsored by
ganizations for construction of
the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Comunits
housing
rental
senior citizen
pany of Akron, Ohio.
designed for independent living.
Key Agricultural leaders will
Funds for construction of senior
serve as judges and will select the
31
MAY
POOL
LAMB
may
units
citizen rental housing
state winner. Soil Conservation efalso be provided by private invesThe last spring lamb pool will be forts from Jan. I, 1966 through
Yes the farming situation due to
tors with FHA guaranteeing repayStockyard December 31, 1966 will be con-Evans
Botts
the
at
held
the weather has gotten mighty
ment.
next Tuesday morn- sidered.
serious in Obion County but we in Union City
neighSince start of the program in
Grand award for the 53 districts
a crop in 0- ing. May 31 Remind your
missed
never
have
sheep about the selected nationally will be an ex1962, Farmers Home Administrabion County You know that all the bors that have
to
352
spon$36.328
is
pool
advanced
lamb
tion has
pense paid, work-study trip to
above could be changed by several lamb pool. The
Obion County Farm Arizona in December 1967, for one
senior citizens for construction,
days of hot dry weather and a lot sored by the
individual
of
buying and repairing
member of the district governing
of hard work. Tractors will be go- Bureau
homes.
body and outstanding farmer-coing day and night as the weather
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER operator an each winning district.
In Kentucky, the Farmers Home Robert T. Johnsen, June Dairy Men* Chairman's.. Kentucky, reeefves fairs up.
guests
Administration has loaned $954,540 • glass et mIlk from Kentucky State Dairy Princess J...• Bryce,
Beef Cattle Spraying The 106 men selected will be
May 26
ARMYWORMS
to individual senior citizens to
at Goodyear Farms, a 14,000 acre
- Troy area.
Demonstrations
operation near
farm
FORGET IT1
meet rural housing needs since
general
We received a lot of calls last
start of the program.
May 31 Lamb Pool - Union City Phoenix.
week about armyworms from every
According to The National Eduhas taken
District
County
in the
Fulton
people
rural
11,000
Nearly
section of Obion County. We found
June 15 - Feeder Pig Sale - part in the competition in the past.
ation Program Letter, "We're
United States, Puerto Rico and the
very heavy infestations in wheat, Brownsville.
ild 'times were never better'.
Charles
are:
Supervisors
from
benefited
District
have
Virgin Islands
oats, barley, crimson clover, red
'es-if we just forget our local,
1, Fulton, Ky.,
new or improved housing obtained
June 21 - Feeder Pig Sale Lox E. Wright, Route
clover, alfalfa, pastures, fescue,
..ate and federal government inFulton.
4,
Route
Avery Hancock,
through the senior citizen rural
ington.
corn and strawberries.
At the regular meeting Monday
ebtedness of approximately $500
, Clint Workman, Route 4,
Ky,
housing program of the Farmers
night of the American Legion AuxIlion (all of our names are on
Everett,
Hickman, Ky., Charles A.
Armyworms are primarily grass
Administration.
Reigning over June Dairy Month
Se borrowers' notes, our property Home
IMPACT!
iliary of Marshall Alexander Post
Route 4, Hickman, Ky., and Cecil
Another $5,526,220 was advanced No. 72, Mrs. Frank Wiggins was activities throughout Kentucky this feeders, attacking small grains
the collateral); if we ignore the
"Nearly half of all traffic Barnett, Route 2, Hickman, Ry.
worms
The
.
g
pasture
and
construction
•
the
for
Bruce,
agency
Jeanie
Miss
is
the
by
month
infla!tentless month by month
elected president for the year
40
under
speeds
at
occur
deaths
destroy
and
attack
Wright said the district's outblue-eyed blond from Hopkinsville. will, however,
3nary destruction of our dollars' of rental housing units for senior 1966-67.
most all crops such as corn, cot- miles per hour," says the Port- standing cooperator will be selecturchasing power; if we blot out of citizens during the four years since
Other officers elected are: Mn. An honor student, she is on the
Commission.
Safety
Traffic
land
ed from over the 400 farm operaton, tobacco, gardens, strawberor mind's eye the storm and strife 1962.
R. L. Harris, vice president; Mrs. Dean's list at the University of
ries, and others. This occurs when "When a man traveling in a car tors enrolled in the district pro'our internal disorders and the
In a similar period, 249,000 was Anna Belle Edwards, secretary; Kentucky Community College in
iman
hits
hour
per
in arm- M 20 miles
gram. Nationally, over 2,000,000
to further advanced by FHA for construction Mrs. J. D. Simpson, treasurer, and Hopkinsville where she is a sopho- the worms begin to travel
agitation
mtinued
object, the forward farmers in over 2950 districts have
ies and feed on everything in their movable
tilde and explode them into • of senior citizen rental housing Mrs. Herman Sams, Sr , chaplain. more.
thrust of his body against the wind- signed cooperative
are
agreements
infestations
However,
path.
for
working
is
she
During June,
olocaust."
projects in Kentucky.
15 equivalent to falling out with local soil and Water Contersssusisiion 1/t found in the beginning in the shield
the American
Administra"Farmers Home
one and a half story window." vation Districts,
a
of
grass
and
grain
growing
rankest
PROSPERITITISI
appearKentucky making personal
tion's housing loan program for
searched for
TRAINED!
Changing Times, the ICiplinger ances at June Dairy Month activi- fields, and should be
elderly people offers citizens, 62
in such crops
the state.
TALK IT OVER!
All new Kentucky Correction De- years and over, an opportunity to Magazine, says if you are "making ties throughout
Dairy
June
as
Johnson,
Robert
less"
it
The worms feed at night mainly
artment officers undergo training maintain their independence and more now, but enjoying
You cannot be certain of pre
coordinated
has
Chairman,
.
..
Month
disease"
in
have
in
"prosperity
you
lives
dignity
their
out
live
to
locate
nd orientation before being aland hide during the day. To
venting heart disease But you can
the communities where they have This comes from confusing luxur- promotional activities throughout the worms it is necessary to get
igned regular duty.
control or lessen some of the far
spent their working days and where ies with necessities, and trying to the state. He is manager of Oscar down on hands and knees and tors that often are associated with
Ewing, Inc., Louisville.
own all the extras
their roots are deepest."
search carefully on the ground. a tendency toward heart trouble
In 1962, Congress authorized
And finding the worms when they Your best course is to talk it over
ANDREWS
Farmers Home Administration to
are small is of primary import- with your doctor and follow his
make direct and insured loans to
Jevrehy Company
ance. The worms cause little dam- counsel, says the American Medi
individuals and corporations to fiage when small and do not become cal Association.
nance rental housing for the elder.
really destructive until about half
ly.
grown or about 3.4 of an inch long.
Farmers Home Administration's
Young worms are active, slim,
loans for nonprofit senior citizen
One hundred and four girls parrental housing in rural communi• ticipated in the Style Revue in the Adams was first in Health with bluish green and black.lined. The
worms get 1 1-2 inch long,
larger
for
ties bear 3 percent interest, with Fulton County 4-H rally at the her demonstration of caring
are hairless, greenish in color with
up to 50 years for repayment.
Hickman Grade School last Satur- her hair Nancy Taylor was first in
strip down each side. The
dark
a
FOR TOUR
But loans insured by the agency day
• corn meal demonstration - making
markings on these worms are
for rental housing currently bear
Ginger Yarbro won first place in corn sticks Martha Mitchum was
vague
kr...suns. Installed
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
5.75 percent interest. Borrowers the group of girls making aprons, first in Other Foods with her dem- clear-cut as opposed to the
onstration on setting the table. mottled markings on many cuthave up to 40 years for repay- while Pam Bass was second.
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
worms. The adult is a tan moth of
ment.
Nancy Taylor was first and Dorothy Wilkins was first .in Bak• FARM LOANS
wing spread. There is a
Additional information about the Carla Campbell second in the ing with a demonstration on un. 1 34 inch
MI MAIN STRUT
of
OFFICE PHONE 472-11.11
senior citizen rural housing loan group of girls making their first baked wheat peanut butter cookies. small white dot in the center
in
overwanter
can
FULTON. azarsvcsar
program is available at the Farm- dress. Ellen Adams was first and Judy Johnson first in Housekeep- each wing They
TELEVISION
all
stages.
washing
on
demonstration
ers Home Administration office, Lindy Brown second for the group ing
Controls for worms should be
306 Main Phone 472468 Clinton Bank Bldg., Clinton, Ken- making a skirt. Donna Perry was dishes.
tacky.
Nancy Dixson was first in dairy
first and Betty Tucker second in
on
group making playclothes. In ad- foods with her demonstration
group, Fonda making a chocolate milk shake.
vanced clothing
Adams was first and Sheila De- Marta Moon was first in Sewing
Total Say they're cieliaousi
with her demonstration on Sewing
her
party dress.
with
Myer first
In speech contest, Ralph Fith straight seams. Dianne Harrison
patrick was first and Timothy was first in other clothing with her
Langford second in the boys di- demonstration on bow to transfer
vision while Virginia Moore was pattern measurements to material.
In the dairy poster contest, Albest in the girls senior division
Fulton. Ky,
Lake Street
and Joh Falkoff first in Junior di- len Kiney was first and Fonda
Adams
second in the senior divivision.
In boys demonstrations, Max sion while Keith Mentes was first
Wilson was first in health, and and Jack Watts was second in the
William Lee was first in engi- Junior Division.
More than 250 4-11 club memneering.
In girls demonstrations, Theresa bers, parents and leaders attended.
FOR

Mrs. Frank Wiggins
Auxiliary President

Princess Jeanie
To Reign Over
Dairy Month

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:

TV

aa
m•

1

County 4-H Rally Shows Talent
In Many Fields By Young Folks

SERVICE
REPAIRS

Fulton Insurance Agency

ROPER

Kentuckians 65 years of age and over who are
NOT already Blue Cross-Blue Shield members:

BARBECUED RIBS
ROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

ACT NOW!

YOU HAVE ONLY UNTIL JUNE 1, 1%6

0WALKER
4

TO APPLY

Ten High
is very good
bourbon
• alp it slow and easy
•it's TRUE bourbon

Hiram Walker
•it's 86 proof
• it's straight bourbon

•It's made by

whiskey

1 $4.00
$2.50
pint I 4/5 Qt
FULL QUART $506 I
(Tax Included)

%RAM

WALKERY

l'EN HIGH
NA;Gwi-i,6u000
WeisNEV

ASO AVAILABLE IN

100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
& SONS INC.. PEORIA, ILI INOIS
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Crossword Puzzle

"BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD-65"

ACROSS
1. Rubbed out
7. Hawk
13. Bean
14, Fodder
15. Beat with
the foot
II. Church law
17. Uneven
21. Electrical
unit: abbr.
24. Signs of
sleepiness
23. Fruit drink
28. Learning
SO. Number
RI, Persia
22. King's son
34. Rise
34. Readily
accessible
37 Tranquility
38. High. music
2 . Righteous
39. Ravine
49. Standards o 56. Full 0
tall grass
23. Publish
43. Indian
perfection
25. Regions
weight
53. Planet's
DOWN
26. Ball
paths
44. American
27. Come in
natives
54. Male hawk
1. Building
29. Stop
44. Annoyed 55. Iron
wings
31. Frost
2. Soak
33. Young
3. Turkish
swans
title
35. Disburser
Totals
4.
40. Betting term
5. Vacant
6. From: Pref 41. State: abbr.
7. Preposition 42. Manner of
walking
8. Punches
Answers on
44. Egyptian
9. Entreat
goddess
10. Sped
Page 7
45. Withered
11. Self
46. High point
12, Yearning
Don't Peek!
18. Appraise
47. Go astray
48. -Lincoln
19. Female
sheep
50. Top card
20. Girl's name 51. Guided
21. Greek letter 52. Crafty

This is the new plan designed specifically for persons 65 or over. "Blue
Cross-Blue Shield 65" "odds to-but
does not duplicot•"-M•dicore benefits. Apply now if you ore signed up
for both Parts A and B of Medicare.
Enrollment Period Ends June 1, 1966
For Persons Who Con meet Health
Requirements And Who Are Not Blue
Cross-Blue Shield Members.

KENTUCKIANS WHO ARE 65 OR
OVER AND ARE ALREADY MEMBERS
OF BLUE' CROSS BLUE SHIELD
SHOULD NOT. MAIL A COUPON,
You Will Receive Information By
Moil or Through Your Group.

NON-MEMBERS

NON-MEMBERS

Olt
64 OR UNDER,

65 OR OVER,

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR
INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD PLANS

MAIL THIS COUPOk TODAY
FOR INFORMATION ON
'BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD-65'

Blu• Cross and Blue Shield
3101 Bardstown Road
Louisville, Kentucky 40205
Please mail me an application and infor•
motion for "BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD 65",
without obligation. I am a Kentuckian, 65
or over, and am signed for Parts "A" and
"B" of Medicare.

NF-66-10

Please send information and on opplicotion for
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, without obligation to
me. 1 am a Kentuckion, 64 or under, in good
health and neither my spouso nor 1 is employed
where there ore 10 or more persons.
NAME

NAME

ADDRESS

ADDRESS
CITY

Blue Cross and Bluer Shield
3101 Bardstown Road
Louisville, Kentucky 40205

CITY

STATE
Coon

STATE

less
HSI
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Reed Is Elected New President
Well.... Would You Believe?
Now we'll look into the future of with them and plays exhibition
the Senior Class of 1966 ten years games.
Wes.
Leslie Cheatham is now head
chef at the Waldrof in New York.
Wayne Lohaus now owns a chain Who would believe
that he got his
of motels. He only rents to women, start at the
Whistlin' Pig in our
as he learned a couple of years own little
town of Fulton? There's
ago that they don't bite at all as
a rumor going around the big city
he thought they did all through
that the star pianist, Miss Laura
high school.
Hefley, knew Leslie when they
Loyd Bone is now associated were kids back in Fulton . . .
could
it be that she followed him
with the Globetrotters basketball
team
. not on the Globetrotters there for any reason?
team but on the team that travels
There's a singing disc jockey

Prominent Fulton Citizens Compose
Fulton City Board Of Education
Is
a.
to
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Seven New members wore inducted Into the Quill and Scroll Thuno
day night. The new members are: Tem Harney, Cindy Hamra, Janke
Holes, Jerry SublMte, Cerble Bolin, Item• Fester and Donny Halos.
From The Fulton "Kennel"
The members of the Quill and Following this the new
members:
Scroll enjoyed a delightful barbe- Jerry Sublette, Tom Nanney, Carcue supper at the home of Mrs. bie Lou Bolin, Janie Notes,
Danny
GayIon Varden, Thursday, May 5. Hales, Cindy Homra, and Roma
The barbecue was paid for out of Foster were initiated by the presithe money left over in the Quill dent. Plans for the on-coming year
and Scroll fund. Mrs. Varden and were discussed.
Mrs. Marchman provided a deliciAt a recent Quill and Scroll meetous dessert for the group. After ing Carol Pigue, highest salesman
the supper the new officers, who of "Musings", was awarded a
a.e John Reed, president; Randall check for three dollars and Sara
Roper, vice-president; Roma Fos- Jane Poe, second highest salester, secretary, Brenda McBride, man, was presented a check for
program chairman; were installed. Iwo dollars.

Go Big Bulldogs! Cheerleaders
Elected For l966 - 1967 Season

From The Fulton "Kennel"
The Fulton City School Board is
composed of five prominent Fulton
men: Mr. C. W. (Win) Whitnel,
Mr. Flynn Powell, Dr. C. H. Myers, Mr. James Green, and Mr.
Gene Hatfield. These men meet on
the second Monday of each month
to set the school's policies, elect
our lechers, and handle the school
finances.
The chairman of the Board, Mr.
Win Whitnel, is the owner of the
Whitnel Funeral Home and a graduate of Vanderbilt University. He
has two children, Linda, a senior
at Converse College in Spartanburg, S. C., and Charles, a sixth
grader at Carr. Mr. Whitnel is a
member of the First Methodist
Church.

ray State University and a member
of the First Baptist Church.
Dr. Myers Is Fulton's veterinarian. He graduated from Auburn
University in Alabama and is active in the First Methodist Church.
He has four children, Buddy, Nan,
James, and Nora. Buddy is a junior and Nan is a freshman in
rils. James is in the sixth grade
and Nora is a first grader at CalT.

Mr. James Green is the owner
of Duke's Auto Paris. He is a
member of the First Baptist
Church and the tether of three
sons, Jimmy,:Donnie, and Marvin.
Jimmy is a senior at Murray State
and Donnie is a freshman at the
University of Kentucky. Marvin le
a seventh grader at Can', His
wife Alberta is the current presiMr. Powell is a pharmacist and
dent of the West Fulton P-TA.
an owner of Evans' Drug Store.
He is the father of six children,
Mr. Gene Hatfield is a co/limitfive boys and one girl, Tom, Jim- ing engineer and a graduate of the
my, Walter, John, Bobby and University of Kentucky. He has
Beth. Tom is an eighth grader. three boys, Mike, Walter and Arch.
Jimmy is in the seventh grade. Arch is one year old. Mike is in
Walt is a fourth grader. John is in the sixth grade at Carr and Walkindergarten and Beth and Bobby ter is in the third grade. Mr. Hatare three a-.d two years of age. field is a member of the First
Mr. Powc11 is a graduate of Mur- Christian Church of Fulton.

now on FLOP radio station in the
town of Whoknowswhere and he's
simply driving the girls wild with
his latest rendition of "My Live I
Left in Kentucky". He goes by the
name of Lee Engel, but who can
tell if that's the name he was born
with.
Steve French and Lowell Grooms
just finished second and third in
the Indianapolis 500. They were
runing neck and neck and one or
the other was expected to win. But
who should come up from the back
of the pack but Jeanie Hinton the
first girl to be allowed to enter the
race. She stated in the interview
after the race that she simply
used her magnificient brain and
calculated just what to do. Who
says it doesn't pay to do nothing
but study all your school years?
Sara Jane Poe now has her own
weekly syndicated column in the
"New York Times". In her spare
time she works on a secret book
that the Ouija board predicted she
would write. There is a very quiet
and sophisticated young lady making a name for herself in the
Olympics at Madrid, Spain, this
year with her remarkable game
of tennis. Her sober attitude has
caused many of her fellow athletes
to remelt that Carol Pigue's class
mates must have hardly known she
was around in her younger years.
However, she does have a strange
"giggle" that seems to have come
with her from her childhood and
cannot be reconciled with the composed young lady of today.
Jimmy Hong now nes ills own
drag racing strip; however he will
only let GTO's race and it helps •
lot if they're red. He and his wife
recently were blessed with a big
baby boy and they've named him
little GTO, Jr.

FHS 1967 Senior Class Elects
Tom Nanney As It's President

Four wiell-qualified young mon will lead the different cl
neat year.
From left to right, they •re. David Pounders - Freshman; Tom Nannay. Senior, Bill Smith - Sophomore; and Dennie Holes Junior.
The new class officers for 1967
were elected Friday, April 22, Tom
Nanney was elected the senior
class president for the coming
year. Other senior officers elected
include — Jerry Sublette, vice
president; Brenda McBride, secretary - treasurer; David Hazlewood,
businees manager; Danny Hales
and Carbie Lou Bolin, public relations.
Other class orncers are as follows:
JUNIOR — President, Donnie
Notes; vice president, Eddie Williamson; Secretary - treasurer,

Rita Craven; Business Manager
Paul Pittman; Public Relations,
David Dunn and Carolyn Allen;
SOPHOMORE — President, SW
Smith; Vice president, Nan Myers
Secretary - treasurer, Joy Jobe
Business Manager, Stanley Scates.
Public Relations, Dennis Lobate
and Rita Cash;
Freshmen — President, Davis'
Pounders; Vice president, KinHomra;
Secretary - treasurer
Karen 'Trees; Business Manager
James Pawlukiewicz; Public Rein
lions, Shelia Barron and Davis_
Moss,

Mary Elizabeth Mitchell joined
the WACs and now is the head drill
master at West Point. We know
there aren't supposed to be any
girls there, but when Mary Elizabeth sets her head, then that's just
too bad if it hasn't been done before .
it's going to be done now.
And last but not least, Rodney
Lee Foster is still head life guard
at the big Boy Scout camp at
Philmont in Arizona. He has his
application in at every Girl Scout
camp in the United States and
Canada but so far none has come
through. In the meantime, his hair
is getting gray with worry while
he waits.

CROWDED!

Ss,
Olt - Bulldogs • Gel! The 1%447 cheerleaders wore chosen last
Tuesday and are ready to cheer on their team. Picturd art: Carolyn Allen, Rome Foster, Rita Craven, Karen Tress, Rita Casio and Cindy
e.
Herne'.
The election of the 1966.67 school- ten, Rita Craven, Cindy Homes,
year cheerleaders was held May 4 Rom• Foster, Rita Cash, and
in Carr G)m. The cheerleaders Karen Treas. Four out of the all
were voted upon by the teachers, cheerleaders have previously held
Would you believe Yale? Het Those Ave FetS seniors proudly show
coaches, football and basketball positions on the varsity squad. their choic• of college by wearing the schools swestsitiris. The
Murray
captains, and the presidents of the Ruth Ann Burnette is first alterbound Wee!, are: Lynn Dallas, Anita Bondurant, Carol Plow, Phil
four high school classes.
net and Donna Wall is the second
Flannaein
and
Mary
E.
Mitchell.
The six chosen were Carolyn Al- alternate.

•
•
• RACING

The New Kentucky Point System

•
1st Offense
led Offense.
•
led or more Offenses
•
•
* OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE IN VIOLATION OF
RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED BY 7HE DEPARTMENT
•
• ATTEMPTING TO ELUDE PEACE OFFICER IN PREVENTING
THX OFFICER FROM MAKING AN ARREST FOR A
•
MOVING HAZARDOUS VIOLATION
•
•
• SPEEDING
Under 16 MPH over Speed Limit.
•
16-26 MPH over Speed Limit
•
26 KPH or more over Speed Limit
•

There are 25.5 pupils per classroom teacher in publicllementary
and secondary schools in Kentucky.
Club Officers: Pictured here are the club officers elected to date:
This is four-tenths over the national average, State Education De- John Rood—Quill and Scroll: Brenda McBride—FHA and Steve Jones-partment officials say.
National Honor Society.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
ON PAGE SIX
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Jones Is Honor Society President
From TM Fulton "Kennel"
The National Honor Society of
Fulton Hie: School met Wednes
flay, May 4 after school. The meeting was called for the purpose of
choosing next years new members
and to late on the officers for the
following year.
The new menthert were chosen
on teh merits of their character,
their grades, sad their participation in school activities. The can-

didates were then voted upon b
the present members. The ilea
memberships will be announced
Honor's Day, The Honor Societ
consists of not more than ten pe;
cent of the total enrollment in th
school.
The new officers for the 1966-f
school year are Steve-Innes„-paistedent; Randall Roper, vice-pres
dent; Brenda McBride, secretor)
treasurer.

90 day. auspeaulon
1 year waffnewion
3 year suspension

90 days suspension

US.51 & Middle Road

Fulton

Phone 4'72-3531

•
•
90 days suspension

3 points
6 points
90 days sumpenidea

• COMMISSION OF A MOVING HAZARDOUS VIOLATION
•
WHICH INVOLVES AN ACCIDENT
•
• COMBINATION OF ANY TWO OR MORE MOVING HAZARDOUS
VIOLATIONS IN ANY ONE CONTINUOUS OCCURENCE
•

6 points •

6 points

• PASSING STOPPED SCHOOL BUS LOADING OR UNLOADING CHILDREN S points
•
* PASSING IN AREA DESIGNATED AS "NO PASSING" ZONE
points
• RECKLESS DRIVING
••
DRIVING ON WRONG SIDE OF ROADWAY

4 points
4 pother

• FOLLOWING TOO CLOSELY FOR TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
• FAILURE Iv YIELD Miff OF WAY TO EMERGENCY VEHICLE
•
• RUNNING STOP SIGN OR ELECTRIC SIGNAL

4 polo,.
4 p
points
3 points

• SPEEDING TOO FAST FOR ROAD CONDITIONS BUT UNDER TElAI(
•
POSTED SPEED LIMIT
3 points
•
• AIL OTHER MOVING HAZARDOUS VIOLATIONS
3 point. •
•
•
THE ACCUMULATION OP 12 POINTS WITHIN THREE
•
YEARS WILL RESULT IN A 6 MONTH SUSPENSION
•
0...0_•••_11,11;

••

5,

Finest Quality RF.Goodrich

NEW TREAD TIRES
NO MONEY DOWN
WHEN YOU TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRE

Genuine B.F.Goodridi retreads ap.
piled sideviall to sidevall only es
carefelly selected sewed Ire easinge.
FREE FAST MOUNTING!

UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY
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Letter From Washington

New Tax Withholding
Requires Added Facts

by
Mrs John Sherman Cooper

Under the new income tax withholding system to go into effect
May 1, employers will need up-todate information from employees.
Therefore, employees will be asked to complete for employers a
new Form W4--Withbolding Exemption Certificate.

to meet their year-end income tax
bill.
Employers will need new W-4
forms to help them with conversion
of their accounting systems to the
new system.
Document 5642, an IRS fact sheet
which explains the new tax withThe new withholding system was holding system, will help emdesigned so that income tax with- ployees determine how many lawheld from wages would more near- ful exemptions to claim on the
ly meet a taxpayer's yearly tax new W4 form. The fact sheet is
available from employers and Internal Revenue Service officers.
Nearly everyone will need to fill
The fact sheet contains tables
out a new W-4 form for the new which show the amount of
tax
withholding system. Present in- withheld on wages up to 060
a
come tax withholding is based only week, under both the old and new
on amount of salary and number withholding systems.
lawful exemptions claimed. The
Taxes on wages will be withheld
new system not only includes these under the new system at six gradufactors but takes into account ated rates: 14, 15, 17, 20, 25, and
marital status. Tax will be ,with- 30 percent. The present
withholdheld at different rates for single ing rate is a flat 14 percent
but
and married persons.
makes no allowance for the millimum standard deduction or mariThe new law requires married
tal status.
FOUR OUTSTANDING YOUNG PEOPLE from farm
persons to file a new W-4 form
The change in the withholding
families in Kentucky have been selected to receive
showing they are married if they
method will affect all wage earnscholarships. They are, from left, top row, Robert
want the lower withholding rates
ers. For example, a married man
Paul McNew,Conway, and Miss Martha Ellen Harney.
which apply to married taxpayers.
with two children and annual
Otherwise, tax will be withheld at
Route 4, Cynthiana, who are recipients of the Farm
wages of $10,400 who now pays
the higher rates for single persons.
Bureau-Wi
nn-Dixie scholarships. From left, bottom
$20.80 in weekly withholding taxes
Also employees who, to avoid un- is underwithheld
row,
winners of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual
by 6106.40. He
lerwithholding, currently claim will have his weekly
Insurance Company scholarships are Kenneth Dean
withholding
less than their legal number of ex- increased to $23.20
Herndon, Route 1, Franklin, and Miss Lillie Ann Morand because his
emptions may want to file a new overall tax will remain
ris, Route 1, Tyner. The winners were selected from
the same,
withholding exemption certificate he will receive a small
152 applicants.
refund.
sod claim their lawful exemptions
With the new withholding system,
so there will be no excessive over- taxpayers whose tax
withheld will
withholding.
be within $10 of year-end liability
Persons with income not subject will increase in
number from 12
to withholding, such as dividends to zs
sr interest, may want to claim less
The new system will be in effect
exemptions than they are entitled for only 35
weeks during 1966.
to or have additional dollar amount Later this year
taxpayers may
withheld from their paychecks so want to consider
filing a new W-4
that enough tax will be withheld for 1967.
The fourth and final test in the
The new law also authorizes additional withholding allowances current series of the Selective Ser- Hits That Fit
Seniors "Moments to Remembeginning January 1, 1967, for per- vice College Qualification
Test ber", "Halls of
Ivy", "Graduabetween Martin and Union City sons having substantial itemized will be given on June 24, 1966,
tion
Day", and "WE CAN'T WAIT
deductions. Instructions covering
additional withholding allowances Colonel Everett S. Stephenson, TO GET OUT OF THIS PLACE"!
Seniors (Graduation night) will be issued by IRS later this Kentucky State Director of SelecThur-Fri-Sat.
"A Little Bitty Tear"
year.
tive Service announced today.
May 26, 27, 28
Jean and Donny - "Together
Double Feature
Applications for the test can be Again"
SERVICE NOTE
Martha and Judy - "Monday,
FORT ORD, CALIF. — Army obtained at any Selective Service Monday"
Starts at 7:30
Pvt. John L. Sisk, 19, son of Mer- local board, Colonel Stephenson
ritt J. Sisk, 1401 Hillcrest dr., Ful- said. Applications must be postDean Jones ton, Ky., completed a basic Army
marked no later than June 1, 1966.
Suzanne Pleshette administration course
at Fort
Ord, Calif., May 13.
Some registrants were late in apDuring the eight-week course, plying for the first series and may
Sisk was trained in the preparation wish to register for the fourth exand maintenance of Army records amination Others who did not apand at 9:30
and forms and the Army
filing ply earlier but who wish to take
system.
the test, may also register. AnHe entered the Army in Decem- other group is comprised of stuber 15155 and completed
basic dents who were required to travel
training at Fort Ord.
excessive distances to take the
Sisk is a 1964 graduate of Vaca- first series, either because they
Sun - Mon - Tues - Wed.
ville (Calif.) High School.
completed their applications inMay 29, 30, 31 - June 1
correctly or because of errors in
Double Feature
assignment.

Final Student Deferment
Test Planned On June 24

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

The Ugly Dachshund

There is nothing in the world
like a Derby weekend. I've tried to
analyze why this race, which
hasn't got the largest purse, is the
most coveted prize in the country.
The obvious reason is that it is
the first big test for three year
olds, but there is much more to it
than that. There is something romantic in the way it is presented.

At the dance, where the temperature is usually tat or 100 degrees,
Mrs. Helsel speeds about with a
fax fur wrapped tightly about her
neck, watching to see who is stuck
with a partner, who looks miserable, pulling shy girls out of the
dressing room and getting partners for them, while John and I
wait nervously at home. We are
worried if they come in too early,
for fear they have had a horrible
time and are worried If they come
in too late, for fear they have had
too good a time. We can't win.
The thing I like the best Is dressing them up. It is such a rapid
transition from school girl to young
lady. All the family has been telling them for years to be seen and
not heard, and the next day the
rule becomes, "talk it up. Smile.
Make charm."

Who doesn't cry when they play
"My Old Kentucky Home"7 Even
the name, "the run for the roses.'
is more appealing than the Preak.
ness' Black Eyed &sans and the
big day at Belmont. Also, it is the
Louisville people's gaiety and hospitality to guests.
We went to the most marvelous
luncheons, receptions and dinners
from the moment we arrived tit we
left. Oh, the corn cakes and
syrup, the turkey hash and the
country ham, and the juiciest
strawberries. The perfect lilac and
Bluegrass weather plus the food
kept us going happily through all
the Derby activities
June is just around the corner. I
don't know what it means to you—
commencement, wedding bells,
honeymoon spoon—but to me it
meant just one thing—nieces. I
have nine ranging from 25 to 5.
After their school is over, we give
a little party for each one in Washington, which means that they are
then invited to everybody else's
party for a period of ten days.
Every town has its own ground
ndes and this is how it is done
In ie.
As so many people like us come
from other states, the June festivities would be impossible without
the military mind of a unique
lady, Mrs Hetzel. She arranges the
invitation list, which is indispensable. I. for instance, have had to
drop in age as the boys I met with
my first niece are now old and
married gentlemen, and I have
steadily been working my way
downward—only in age. 1 hoPe,
with every subsequent niece.
Thanks to Mrs. Hetsel't invaluable list, .11 has gone well. She
knows the age of everybody's
children: what boys never answer
inv!tations; who is going to turn up
and who isn't. Mrs. Hetzel has de-

become hostile during the meal.
But even at that, the rule bolds.

This year's entry can swim under water. Is great on the trampoline, and skis. But neither her sister, Lorraine, nor I know how
she'll feel about these events, and
we are nervously haunting departMRS. COOPIR
ment stores trying to get swinging
vised some bask and pragmatic dresses that don't go too far, as it
ground rules, as nobody knows is impossible to buy clothes in
California that are suitable for the
anybody. Whatever boy 11 seated
Washington heat. I'll write you
to the left of the debutante at din about the outcome.
ner is required to see that the girl
gets from the dinner to the dance,
which makes it very simple for
Let's GM Ass Industyy
everybody, unless the boy and girl

Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Well,
it's No.1 6 years old.

in sales.

$4!?:

Kentucky Straight Swabs.ge ProW & Ica Proof bottled la-good.
Telknetticae Distillery Ca., Loubville, Kentucky.

Don't put up with "old frosty" another day...
get this thrifty new

Winnie The Pooh

FRIGIDAIRE frost-Proof Refrigerator!

Starts at 7:30
Herman's Hermits

Hold On
Then at 9:30
George Hamilton Susan Oliver

S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Commands!

Phis, us

Ar, —.eons Weld Linoleum,
—Vinyl and Tile.
—ID twos Carlota :
—1.!;hotatering, Modern I
Antique

Your Cheatin Heart
"PRODUCTION CREDIT
Heaps Me Make
wore PROFIT"

•
You Can't Beat PCA
For Short Term Loans...
estilow,Low Interest Cost.

Completely
FROST-PROOF!
No frost ever—even
in the freezer!

To be eligible to take the test
an applicant must be a Selective
Service registrant who intends to
request occupational deferment as
a college student. This test will also
be open to registrants who are high
school seniors or graduates and
who are enrolled or plan to enroll
in a technical or vocational school,
institute, or business college, and
stitute, or business college, and
who intend to request an occupational deferment on the basis of
pursuance of educational goals at
such an institution.

• Spacious 127-16. size zero
zone top freezer has two
Quickube ice trays. Package
and juice can racks on door.

The Selective Service College
Qualification Test, which is optional for eligible registrants, will be
given at the following Kentucky
schools:

• Sliding shelf in fresh food
section brings back-shelf
foods right to your fingertips.

— Barbourville, Union College

• Twin Hydrators are roomy
enough for fat cabbages,long
enough for giant celery
stalks. Rust-resistant Parc*.
lain Enamel finish.

— Bowling Green, Western Kentucky State College
— Danville, Centre College of
Kentucky
— Frankfort,
College

Buying machinery nod equipment necessary to its.
awn* your operofing efficiency could "neon greater
profit to you. if you nod credit for a Truck, Trattot.
Pores Machinery, Mill( Cooler, Milking Parlor, Groin
Onw,Breading Stock, Feeder Cottle, Hogs or Iamb%
Dairy Herds, Horne Appliances, or any other form
production purpose go to your local PCA office.
PCA le(OW Con Credit then laves Yee Moray Wenn* nape se
roach &liar the day Ill. repaid Simpl• Inares,,
(III your daily
ensianding balance, cuts yew mu to un bow. Up Is 1 sun to
pay
ea ewe& type Mem.

Kentucky

State

— Lexington, University of Kentucky

Small
Manihly
Payments

— Louisville, University of Louisville
— Morehead,
College

Morehead

State

— Murray, Murray State College

Model FPDA-T43TK, 14.3 Cu.ft(NEMA standard)

— Owensboro, Brescia College
— Paducah,
College

Paducah

Junior

— Pikeville, Pikeville College

FRIGIDAIRE
POWER
CAPSULE
4:

— Richmond, Eastern Kentucky
State College
— Williamsburg,
College

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off, Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2364506

WARREN BARD
Field Off, Mgr,
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 653-5161

Cumberland

FIRST SPACE AGE ADVANCE in refrigeration, Packs more power per cubic inch
for more space, new features. Made with
Incredibly wear-resistant, satellite-type
materials. Only 3 moving parts. Sealed in
steel, oiled tor life, cushioned to reduce
Vibration, Whisper Silentl

SPACE ACE DEPENDABILITY..,
BACKED BY 5-YEAR WARRANTY AT
,
k
NO EXTRA CHARGE!
1-year Warranty for repair of any defect'
In the entire refrigerator, plus 4yest
Warranty for repair of any defect In
refrigerating system. Backed by
Motors!

•

— Sera, Berea College
— Louisville, Bellarmine College
Bellarmine College was added as
a test center for this examination.

Remember Our Bows In Viet Nem
GO TO CM'

Walnut Street

'TOUR ROOMS OF FINE FURNITURE"
Fulton
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New Industry Looms
For Union City
(right), Social
MEDICARE EXPLAINED -- n. Parris Vaden
Mac Dirden, 100,
Security district manager, presents to J.
79, a copy
Dirden,
of McConnell community, and Mrs. Lizzie
Medicare program.
of a booklet which explains &boil the

McConnellCouple Receives
First Medicare Handbook

and his wife Limits, 79,
J. Mac Dirden, 100 ymrs old,
this area to receive a
have become the first residents of
which will be dletilHandbook"
copy of "Your Medicare
beneficiaries early In
butes' to some 16 million Medicare
essential informaprovide
to
designed
June. The booklet is
tion about Medicare for all
who are covered he the Program.,
N. Farris Vaden, Social
fiecurtff district manager of
Dyersburg, presented the book.
1.4 to them at their home near
McConnell community.
Born near Dresden,Aug.23,
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A new
1666, Mr. Dirden farmed until
mobile X-ray unit, the 10th one
about 1949. It was a welldonated by the Kentucky Elks
seserved retirement at the age
Association to the Kentucky
at $3. There was no Social
Board of Health for detection of
during
farmers
for
Security
tuberculosis and other respirathe long an of his work years,
tory diseases, will go into operaeligible
not
are
so the Dirdens
lien Monday at Lexington.
for cash benetits. However,
66
those
all
The unit, purchased for 22E400.
with
they qualify
is equipped with the most modand °bier for health Insurance
ern X-ray equipment which probenefits teat provide for hosduces only one-fourth the radipital and medical ineurance.
ation produced by older equipBoth programs will begin July
ment. according to Lawrence
"Might need It when I'm
Hill, supervisor of the State
alder," sae Kr. Garden's cornHealth Department's mobile
meat about Medicare. His only
units.
complaint now Is an occasional
Hill said the unit will be test.
bout with rheumatism. Molest
ed Monday through Thursday at
time he went to a doctor was
Shopping Center and or
Eastland
about a year ago when he over
June II will be formally prehimself chopping
elected
to
the state at the Elks
sented
weed&
state °invention at Covington.
The Center are looklog forAs chairman Of the Elks Antiwent In his IOW birthday in
ruberculosis Committee, Rill
Every year on his
Almost.
will make the presentation to
tirthday, neighbors and friends
State Health Commissioner Rusget together at the Garden Isom,
sell Teague.
for • community picnic. Lest
The new unit will replace one
year they pressineed him with a
X-ray units now op
birthday cake so large that It , of six mobile
throughout Kentucky, othcrated
I
required two people ko bold it.
er than Jefferson County, by the
Social Security records are
State Health Department.
MaffIdeutial, tut Mr. Bird's
Hill. an X-ray technician, said
dined • release authorising
the older units, also donated by
the pubiletairg of news of his
the Elks, will eventually be
Cale.
equipped with the newer X-ray
Freen Union City
equipment.
Daily Messenger

Elks Donate
10th Mobile
X-Ray Unit

BOX
STO
and
FREE SANEX
•PRQE
We will furnish the box
you fill It to copoci
woolen
your Winter weary
fall
will be returned in the
clean and fresh.
sate
be
will
Your garments
profrom fire and theft and
FREE
tected from moths with
ON.
PROTECTI
Zones MOTH
• Insured Free up to 5250.00

$3

dm smash*

Gi-P'eveeezeue
LAUNDRY

AND

218 E. State Line

CLEANERS. INC.
Pho. 412-1700

Chicago Firm
Reveals Plans

Announcement was made today by the UnionCity-Oblon Coonty Chamber of Commerce that Kinkead Industries,Incorporated,
of Chicago, la planning to locate • plant In Union City.
Construction of a 100,000 square foot Wilding, with tilt-up
concrete walls, is slated to begin in the WI. under present plans.
ere Timber sod Products Co.
at Martin, Volunteer Mobile
Homes of Greenfield, • new
Brown Shoe plant at Clinton,
Ky., and a plant of the Sylvania
Co. at Dyersburg.
Gov. Frank Cleo,ent, is-

The firm MVOS to begin operations here in the spring of
1967.
Plans c•Il for the new plant
to he located in the Union City
Industrial Park, Just west of the
new Brown Shoe Co. plant, farthe Barham Road,
The company is one of ex
leading manufacturers Mellower enclosures, storm windows
and doors, metal trim sink
frames and aluminum *Articled
and roll-formed products.
Contacted at the Chicago
offices of the firm early this
afternoon, William W. Boyd,
company vice president, said:

SPALDING
GOLF BALLS

3 1"
For

ailemmi Swisurfe
Lake St. - Fulton. K

"I am truly very happy tc
learn that Kinkead plans to
locate In Union City.
6,

••••6

6/6.

Hospitality calls for Cok

ithings go

better
With

Co e
COMPANY
THORJTY OF stiff COCA.COLA
BOTTLED 111./OFR
COMPANY
THE FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING

BY

et Mom Out of the Hot Kitchen ---

/I/

our -carry-out" menu: we invite you
to clip it and keep it near your phone at home.

Here is

Just pick up your phone, order from
home and we will have your order hot and
waiting for you when you arrive.

He said plans of the firm
all for a "substantial" employment figure.
The Kinkead company was
founded In 1921 by W. S. Kin.
teed who continues today as
president of the company. It
has plants in Chicago and WarrenvIlle m.,aocl Garden Grove,
Calif. It is one of the leading
producers In its field, doing a
volume of something over $10
million annually.
Stock in the company Mot-int .y held.
The firm announced its chins
to locate in Union City after a
Memphis meeting earlier this
week which included company
officials and members of the
local chamber.
The announcement brings
to a climax negotiations which
have extended over a period of
12 to 13 months. Leading roles
were taken by directors and officers of the Chamber of Commerce, officials of the company
and, from time to time, representatives of the West Tennessee Industrial Assn., led by C.
B. Walker, executive director.
The announcement by the
Chicago industry appears to
mark another step In Union
City's industrial expansion and
another economic boom to the
city, Obion county and this entire area.
Char-Gale . Manufacturing
Co. made its decision to locate
In Union City something over a
year ago and is now manufacturing heating and air conditioning ducts and similar products
in its new plant on 200,000
square feet in the Industrial
park.
Another mark of growth of.
this city and area is the new'
Brown Shoe Co. plant, just to
the north of Char-Gale In the
Industrial park.
'These forward industrial
steps }On with surroundin.communities in the construction of what may develop into
an Industrial complex covering
• large are, of Northwest Ten.'
nesse* and Southwest Kentucky,
Among the other new Industries
which will have a strong manomic influence on this area
are: Carborundum Inc. al
Hickman, Ky., Martin Broth-

SPALDING
TENNIS RACQUET
svs%
• IA 957
Each

Reilived Sol*efe

American Made

For quick convenient service:0_ 'Ur Telephone Order Department

"We of Kinkead are highly
appreciative of the sincere efforts and services rendered to
us by Union CIO,officials, members of the Chamber o Commerce, and others during our
long period of negotiations regarding a site for an additional
Kinkead plant.
"We are most happy to become a part of the Union City°Mon county community and we
assure the people of Union City
and °bloc county we will do our
best to be a construcbve influence in the community," Mr.
Boyd added.

4.

sued the following statement:
"The citizens of Tennessee,
and particularly of Union City
and °Won county, JOln me in
welcomtng Kinkead Industries,
Incorporated, of Chicago, to
membership in our ever expanding industrial family.
"As a new industrial resident of Tennessee, I can assure Kinkead that cooperative
efforts will continue at all governmental levels to make the
Union City plant a most profitWe believe
able operation.
your confidence in us will be
fully *Miffed."
Another state official, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, the governor's
staff director for Industrial development In Tennessee, whose
department played a part In the
negotiations with Kinkead, issued this statement:

Homemakers

Ce.

Lake Si. - Fulton, Ky.
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Pint

Order
Orders
Side
------- .25
__
Julniv3
Reg.
_______ .15
Barbecue Beans
______
.40
.25
Sandwiches
Slaw
Cole
_________
.35
----Salad _
Port _
_
Potato
________
Barbecue
.40
__---Fries __
Chuckbur ger --------- .29
French
____ .20
.40
.19
Cheeseburger
--.85
Pies ___
_______
----Fried
.25
_
Spaghetti
--_
Hot Fish
__-.39
Italian
Hot Dog
Cheese _
.40
Grilled
Chuck Wagon -------SPECIALTIES
Barbecue Ham
PIG
-----WHISTLING
_
Barbecue Ribs
(hale$1 00
Barbecuehalt
Chicken
$1 15
Barbecue
_____
Chicken
85
Fried
(order)
Spaghetti
Italian

.50
.35
.50
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torderib.)
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_
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.017.7
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Barbecue Pork
Chuckburger
Fried Chicken
Fried Shrimp

.60
,

$1.00
$1.30

A

th.

ght-Pack

.35

Hot Dog

$2.75
•
•

•

•

• •
• •

•

•

VililSnat PIG
DIVE I0
(Highlands)
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45-51
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Luncheon Fetes
Former Fulton
Resident

Tea it South Fulton Honors Carol Glisson
A tea given at the home Of
Mrs. Leland Adams of South
Fulton complimented Miss Car.
GI Demarius Glisson of Martin,
Tenn., bride - elect of Allen
Strswbridge III.
Miss Gilman chose from her
trousseau, • turquoise linen
sheath, with a tunic of cotton
lace. Her corsage, a gift of the
hostages, was • white glamelia. She was presented • piece
of silver in her eleven pattern.

The bride's table was draped
with an imported lace cloth at.
was centered with an arrangement of whit. rosebuds a n if
turquoise asters, Miami by silver candelabra holding t a I ;
white tapers.
Miss Gale Parks and Miss Dianne Ammons, sorority sisters
of Miss Glisson, served. Guests
called between the hours of 2
and 5 p.m.
Hostesses besides Mrs. Adams
were Mrs. Taman Adams, Mrs.
Nelson Tripp of Fulton, and
Anderson of
Mrs. Carmack
Dresden, all aunts of the
and Mrs. Robert Morgan of Fulton and Mesdames John D. Pariish, Mary Nelle Couch. U. M
Fuller, Norman Campbell, Harold Wright and Norman Smith,

Receiving with toe honoree
was her mother, Mrs. Robert
C. Glisson of Martin, Mrs. Allen Strawbridge II of Dresden,
mother of the groom, and Mrs.
Adams.
Mrs. Tommy Hadley of Martin, sister of the bride • elect,
served at the register.

I

'Lost State Of Franklin'
Colorful Part Of History
Tennessee had a stormy and perilous birth, In fact, the
first state in the wild mountainous area which is now eastern
Tennessee started, faltered, tried hard, but died. It was the
lost state of Franklin, and thereby hangs • colorful tale of
Tennessee history.
The U.S. Congress adopted the Policy of seeking to persuade
the states that claimed land In
the home of John Tipton,
the west to cede their claims
near the present Johnson City.
to the federal government so
Sevier, never known for his easy
that new states might be formed
temper, blamed Tipton for the
and admitted to the Union on
Ions of the slaves and gathered
terms of equality with the
original states.
over a hundred men to march a.
North Careina claimed the
Tipton's home. He laid sale to
wilderness acrtes the mountain
the house and fired on anyone
to the west and was reluctant
who attempted to leave. This
to cede the picturesque region
went on for two days, but on the
of
fear
for
States
United
to the
third morning Tipton was able
financial loss. But finally in
to get more men from Sullivan
17114, North Carolina did pass an
county to join the force of some
act for the cession of the present
40 men in the house, and Sastate of Tennessee to the U.S.,
yler was forced to retreat.
provided all land grants issued
Three men were killed in this
would be honored. The federai
bizarre internal battle In upper
government was given one year
east Tennessee.
In which to atcept or reject
But the end was soon to
the cession.
The pe rsuasive ness,
come.
patience, and moderation of a
When the news of North
new governor of North CaroCarolina's action reached the
lina, Governor Casell, finally
Watauga settlement, the people
made the difference. When John
were highly elated and imorganize
to
Sevier's term was over 1n1788,
mediately took steps
no am took his place. TheState
a new state to be admitted to
of Franklin, which had lived for
the Union. A convention &some
years
over four
forty delegates met In Jonesboro and decided to form the
December,
in
Franklin
state of
1784. Bo before the federal
government had a chance to act
an the request for statehood,
North Carolina changed Its
mind and repealed the act
of cession.

S.Fulton Woman
hurt In Mishap

THE HAND OF

Welcome!
7

Yoe Have A NationWide Reputation
Wherever You Go!
= The Tel-County Credit Bureau hi
not an "Only Child." It has bee.
II over the United
= Him be
E states, with which it Inter.
E changes data. Consequently the
= man who is known in Fulton
= County ter prompt fulfillment
el financial obreatiens will find
himself preceded everywhere by
E.that reputation.

Patsy L. Alexander, 25, a
South Fulton, suffered cuts on
the left hand and bruises when
the 1964 Ford Falcon she was
driving ran into a ditch and
overturned on Highway 51 Wednesday morning at IL
State Trooper Tom KU—
Patrick, who investigated, said
the accident occurred about
3 1/2 miles north of UntonCity.
He atid the Alexander auto,
which was headed toward Union
City, left the road to avoid coltiding head-on with a 1063 Cherroltit driven by Annie L. Corti!! of Honeysuckle drive who
was headed north and turning
left.
The Alexander auto was
heavily damaged.
Wednesday afternoon at 3,
Grady W. Triplett of Martin,
25, drove his 1963 International
trailer truck into a ditch about
one mile south &South Fultal
on Highway 45 E toavoid hitting
• car from the rear which bad
Mopped on the highway. The
truck turned over on its right
side causing about $500 worth
The truck was
of damage.
loaded with meat. Its drive
was not Injured.

This was a severe blow, but
the Watauga settlers went right
ahead to form the first legislature of the new state and met
In March a 1785 to elect John
LOUNGE Open 5 to 12
Sevier governor. Other officials were elected, a judicial
ENTERTAINMENT
system was established, MarP•rcussions
Tess.
Jr Blaylock
tin
Academy was reIncorThur s.
porated, and four new counties
V•r tons Bands
Sat.
created. In May the state of
Franklin negotiated • treaty .a3=11.1.111.11M,..
with the Cherokees at Dumplin
Creek, All of thla went on in
the face of North Carolina's
refusal to grant independence
to Franklin.
Governor Martin of North
Carolina charged that the new
Mate was instigated by a group
of 'elfish men involved In land
'peculation. He firmly called
as the settlers to return to the
authority of North Carolina
of be considered in open rebellion.
and
This only angered
stirred up the determined
They
more.
men
mountain
continued to try to gain recognition from the United States.
Envoys were sent to Philadelphia to request the admission of Franklin as a new state.
The state stoutly defied the demands of the governor of North
be
Franklin
Carolina that
disbanded.
Four years this went on,
Franklin hanging on desperately
and losing a little ground each
Trouble was constant
year.
those settlers still
oetween
loyal to North Carolina, and
those who wanted the new state.
Two governments were even
maintained for a time; one set
of Franklin officials and one of
North Carcidia loyalists. The
danger of civil war was hanging
over the new state and on one
occasion there was a bitter
fight between the two forces.
Shortly before John SevMr's term as governor expired,
sheriff of Washington
the
tounty received a North Carolina judgment against Sevier.
The sheriff seized some of
Sevier's slaves and hid them in

T.C017
Credit Bureau

WADE'S

Pit Bar-B-Hne
Custom II•rbespeine
at all times
BIG HAMBORGIRa
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES
AND TRY OUR
140,MADE CHILI

Coaching
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Vocal
May 24
beginning
Registration of students
through June 15.

PHONE 479-2941

Save-Save-Save
OVER 500 DRESSES
Values to $12.98
$100

AND

$198

L & S STORE
Fulton, Ky.

Lake Street

kg1M3 IG2C)151,0U,14Ceihg,
Vanishes blemishes out of sight...gives
you an ALL GLEAFI'looking complexion...
in minutes!

Studio will open August 1st
Telephone 479-2984
1107 East State Line

Cecil's Garage
Specializes
In
ALIGNMENT
MOTOR
TUNE-UP
and
BRAKE
WORK
Drive in and meet Cecil

---

for an introduc-

tion he is offering - FREE of CHARGE - to
check the alignment of your automobile

lthwed
softest, feel

Next door to Trees & Menees Ser. Sta.

Lake St.

41M11111111111111/11Nell1lalleel1
/
AP2111113/1111111111FIN/5051.31111111.1111111112

STUPENDOUS

in fashion's new matte finish, vanishes blemishes outofsight instantly.Containing Du Barry's
own medication, Bionolr", it helps heal as it
conceals. Four shades, $1.50 plus tax.

P.S. Be sure to ask about Du Barry's ALL CLEAR cleansing routines, too—
the most complete anti-blermsh program ever developed.

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG
125 E. State Line

COMPANY
479-2262

NYLON

$4.48 Sq. Yd.
WOOL WILTON

$5.95 Sq.Yd.

8,600 BTU
16,500 BTU
20,000 BTU
22,000 BTU .

$17995
$23995
$259 95
. $289.95

Installed and Serviced
by WADES

AliClearMedicated Compressed
Powder for medicated touch-ups throughout the day. Every fluff of flattery helps protect
your skin from bacteria. Four shades, 81.75.
Refills $1.35. Prices plus tax.

$2.88 Sq. Yd.

IIIMMEMENIERIME

Air Conditioner

All Clear Medicated Make-up

CANDY STRIPE

1110 Year Guaranteed Nylon Carpet
HERCULON
e
sr
We Install -- - And Pad It
r
d
a
ar
• 649
$5.48 Sq.Yd.

Coolerator

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

Go

Dr. Robert Pace Class Piano lessons available
for beginners, intermediates and moderately
advanced students.

CARPET

Office In Union City

ONLY

FULTON, Ky.,—Mrs. Roland
Amberg of Paint Verdes Peninsula. Calif, was the Inspire(ion for the luncheon Thursday
at I p.m. at the Terrace Room
of the Park Terrace, with Mrs.
Leonora Bushart as hostess.
Mrs. Ambers Is the former
Miss Sara Butt of Fulton and
Is visiting friends and relatives
in Fulton and Hickman.
Guests were seated at a long
table, centered with an arrangement of flowers shading
from light pink to dark red, in
a silver bowl. A pair of silver
candleholders with pale pink
tapers flanked the arrangement.
Mrs. Amberg were a pale
pink carnation corsage and war
also presented a purse size
brass photograph holder by the
hostess.
The guest list included Mesdames Amberg. Charles Fields,
Bob Binford, H. L. Bushell,
Hendon Wright, Ual Kfiebrew,
Lillian Blagg, Walter' Voelpel,
Maxwell McDade, Gilson Latta
Ernest Fall, Parks Weeks, Hor
ace Reams, Clarence R e e d.
Louis Weeks, Leslie Weak a,
Miss Mary Swan Bushed, Miss
Pauline Thompson, Mrs. Viron
Beard of Martin, Mrs. James
H. Amberg and Miss Prances
Amberg of Hickman, Mrs. Fred
Homra, and Mrs. E. E. Wit
liamson.

Mrs. Leonora Bushart
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Governor Breathitt Speaks

Ay 24

vailable

rattly

Jefferson-Jackson
Day AttractSGroup,,L..,
By WALT APPERSON

179-2984

ntroduc-

RGE - to

More than 260 persons jammed the Merit Convention Hall
on Saturday for the annual First
-District Jefferson-Jackson Day
dinner sponsored by the Democratic Womans. Clubs of the
First District.
Politics "waxed hot" as Ggyernor Edward T Breathitt set
down guidelines for the Demoentitle Party's political platform
for the next two years. Taking
as his theme "The Great 88"
legislative session, he lauded the
members of the session and called it "one of the best, if not
the best sessions ever held".
Speaking with determination, he
called the session one that had
passed more important legislation than any session In the history of the Commonwealth.
Through out his speech. he
referred to the most recent
session as the "Great 68" legislation session, citing action
on bills "to kelp the ordinary
citizen."
The governor cited the session's accomplishments as a
stepping stone by which to "officially" own the Democratic
Party's campaign in the First
District for upcoming elections
If you will examine the legistation, you will find that it
contains what we Democrats
have fought for over the past

472-1861
OPEN 8:45 PM

bile.
Lake St.

111110.1111/101

FULTON /
OW Thru SATURDAY

'MARTI
Mart N
a.

TRIPE

[.Yd.
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[.Yd.
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.Yd
.95
.95
95
.95

90 years," the governor saw,
emphasizing the fact that the
session commanded attention
across the nation,
He emphasized that ''all
Democrats can be proud of the
performance by the legislature
and it is a program the Democratic Party can stand on this
November and next November."
"It was a session of which
every Democrat can be proud.
because It was 8 DCTTIOCratIC
administration and Democratic
representatives and senators
who led the way and pushed
many pieces of progressive
legislation through the General
Assembly," the govenor said
The General Assembly was
credited by Breathitt with:
— Legislation to help education: "Of particular significance
were the advances-made in education. A statewide educational
television network will be in
operation in 191311, 33 new or
vocttional schools,
expanded
three new community colleges.
elevation of four-year colleges
to university status, initiation
of a scholarship program, adoption of an endex salary schedule and higher salaries for
teachers."
Our teachers will have received during this administration the largest salary increases
ever provided during any administration in the history of this
Commonwealth — and all this
without an increase in state
taxes"
— Legislation to provide equal
opportunity for our citizens.
— Legislation to keep the
state's economy growing and to
keep strong.
— Legislation to make highways safer.
—Legislation in preserve natural beauty and to protect and
develop our natural resources.
Legislation to combat crime
and illegal gambling.
—Legislation to update "our
outmoded Constitution."
— Legislation to continue and
expand modern highway Program.

— segista(ion to help tip, col dinary citizens: "Legislation to
better the health of Kentuckians, to fight disease and provide additional care for the disabled and elderly, including a
si-batantial raise in old-age assistance."
Breathitt said the 1966 session
commanded attention naliocally
and even internationally
He pointed out that editorials praising "action in Kentucky" were carried in the Okla.
horns City (Okla.) Times, the
New York Times, the St. Louis
(Mo.) Post Dispatch, the Cincinnati (Ohio) Post, the San
Franciecio (Calif.) (Swonicle,
the Providence (R.I.) Journal,
the Boston (Mass.) Herald and
the London (England) Times.
The governor also had good
words for the serious, solid
organization of the party an
the grassroots level, praising
the Kentucky Democratic W.,*
men's Club and ltg,, membei
clubs frir the stork they have
done.
He said It is such work by
such workers that is done behind all the hoopla that is the
real secret to a party's success.
Breathitt said all the foundation work at grassroots levels:
the program — the party's platform — and the confirkri, of
the people that the candidate v, ill
act in their best interest Lre
what make the Dernocr.eic Party strong and successful.
The governor °sorrow,' confidence that, "come this fall.
we Democrats will be ready tu
do battle."

OPEN EVERY NIGHT

-^z`
D.THE 5, *.)
nILENCERB
STEliA S1EVENS DAUM LAVI
CYDCHARISSE,,,„....
SUN. Thru WED.

.Yd.

FULTON, KENTUCKY

° 200 LAKE STREET

AN EXPLOSIVE
STORY
OF
TODAY!

Stagite

Felten • Union City Highway,

ALWAYS
TWO TOP FEATURES
- SAT
TWA MAY 26, 27, 28
Phyllis Diller
Jane Mansfield
In
"THE FAT
SPY"
AND
Sal Mineo
Juliet Prowse
In
"WHO KILLED
TEDDY BEAR"

COLON..
PCTLS
,
.
PRIPET

MARLON
BRANDO,,
SAM SPIEGES

N
PANAVISIO.
.
TECHNICOLOR
IOW Paile

SUN - MON - TUIS - WID
MAY 31, 30, 31 JUNE 1
James Stewart
Carroll Baker
In
"CHEYENNE
AUTUMN"
—AND
Connie Francis
Jim Hutton
In
"LOOKING FOR
LOVE"

Wornen's and Misses

SLEEVELESS SHIRTS
• Prints, Solid Colors or
Searsuckers
Choice of collar styles or
scoop neck in a popular assortment of colors and prints
.. . or easy-care seersucker.
Perfect with shorts, pants,
casual skirts.

Women's, Toon-agora'

CANVAS
SNEAKERS

127
• Top Quality Twill Uppers
The all-Important summer casual!
White sneakers with tough vinyl
soles. Made in U.S.A. Sizes 5-10.

FOLDING FURNITURE
FOR LAWN,
PATIO

"We corne into battle enee
more, not to explain, not to extenuate, but to proclaim the
record and accomplishments of
the great Democratic party,
winch for nearly 23 uninterrupted years has met the responsibilities of government in Kentucky," Breathitt concluded.
Former Gov, Bert T. Combs
also listed accomplishments
of the Breathitt administration
and the Combs administration
praising legislators for their
work "for the people of Kentrerrierl us
Comb' cited a
hit:hway program, tremendous
progress in education and legislation to help underprivileged
people of the stale as prime accomplishments during the past
six years of Democratic administration.
Combs
In other comments.
discounted "kingmaker" charghas
Breathitt
es, stating "Ned
been your governor, no matter
what anyone else has saki," indicating he has had nothing to
do with administration decisions
as hinted by administration opponents.

nuo.Pwge,,
PETTICOATS
Aluminum Folding Chair
Frame is of heavy gauge one-inch aluminum
tubing—back and seat of strong weatherresistant woven plastic webbing. Lightweight
and easy to carry. Folds for storage.
Ten Colors!

Aluminum Folding Lounge
One-inch iluminum tubing frame with green
and white all-weather plastic webbing. Matches
2x71-in.
1
chair above. Full lounge size-23/
__ $4.44
FOLDING BAR-B-0 GRILL
I9-in, grill has automatic folding legs of strong tubular aluminum. Three-position adjustable grid. Sunset red bowl. 25-in, high.

9

CLUTCH BAGS

1.00 7p

Reg.

This group here comes as near
being "Kingmakers" as any
group I know, he said referring
to the women. In the words of
the late President John Kennedy.
"Don't send a boy to do a mans
job; send a woman." he quipped. Combs was given a big ovation upon his arrival.

• Plastic Calf.,Patent

"Ned Breathitt is the first
governor of Kentucky from the
First District, and you people
in West Kentucky ought to siloport him better than you do,"
he said. Combs made no comment on his intentions for public
office.
of
W. F. Foster, president
as
7.1crit Clothing Co., Mil
"Mr. Democrat" of tile First
District, called for more support for the Breathitt administration. support for Democrats
in upcoming elections and for
Bert Combs as the Democratic
candidate for governor in 1987.

• Soft 100% Cotton Terry
Extra absorbent with double crotch. Preshrunk elastic at waist. Bartacked at
points of strain. White.
Sizes I to 6.

Three different styles with
frame or zipper tops.

• Sanforized White Cotton
Four-gore, full shadow panel,
eyelet trim. Women's S,M,L,

BOXER SHOE
Reg. 39c Ea.

3 for 97c
Bubble LIQUID

Little Majesty
TRAINING PANTS

;

Itt

A.)
Go &member.

9c

Bubbles of all sizes! 8-oz.
plastic bottle of Wonder
liquid with wand.

SHELL
SWEATERS

V
Wading POOL
:76 277
• Popcorn Stitch
or Regular Knit
For dress or casual
wear! White, pink,
blue, navy, orange.
Women's 34 to 40.

171

5 FOOT STEPLADDER
With The Purchase Of

2Gallons of Martin Senour Interior Paint

Styrene Foam COOLERS
30-QUART ICE CHEST
Metal ball

$6.15 Gal.

Light to carry, durable and water-tight!
White with blue flecks, solid blue cover.

3-4-GALLON FOAM JUG

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
Commercial Ave.

84c

Children 3 to 6X

Regular
2.98

FREE
1500 Colors To Choose From!

2'

gi
1.ol
11
.

Fulton

Ofa lote/Av Alometha
EV.

SVonst

14114r NOVA
1)

Two inflated rings, foolproof valves. Rea and white
Duraflex• vinyl. 55 &Ion.

L

99c
type handle.

67c

has red
For traveling, picnics and s orations. Blue and white jug
screw-on cover, red bail handle. Poly liner. Handy pouring Spout.

Famous Brand Bath Towels

Girls' Sizes 7 to 12

-

Cool Cotton Shifts
• Washfast Prints, Solid
Colors and Woven Stripes
Sleeveless little dresses are derfect
for hot summer days. Well made
from quality cotton. The)'re full
cut and preshrunk.

92c

ILW
7

,
1
E,M
A,ii
k,t44te+

Four-Player

Croquet SET
71, /66
R 98
1
Striped towels wilts fringed engs In 12•44.1n. size.
Floral screen prints with fringed lands er solid
ylors with cam borders each 20:44-in.

Four plastic mallets have
21-inch wood handles.
Four plastic balls.

Fujto]
-Fulton, Ky.
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Doctor
in the Kitchen
by W W
Consultant, National Dairy Council

FISH IN THE DIET
deep sea fish in their
The Pennsylvania Medical So- ties of
diets thus were automatically
ciety reports that an estimated
protected against this condition,
one billion tons of fish are born
they still are.
every year in the waters which and
Former Priablems
cover so much of the earth. The
is
increase
Fish used to be difficult to
balance of this huge
maintained because the larger handle. They had to be cooked
fish feed on the smaller fish, and eaten rather promptly in
and themselves fall prey to the order to avoid spoilage. Good
fish from the ocean were scarce
dill larger fish. And to man.
In many homes during this inland Out of this there arose
Lenten season, religious consid- the superstition that fish and
erations call for abstention from milk should not be eaten at
meats and meat products on fast the same time. Actually, fish and
days. There may also be some milk were both about equally
meat-lovers who will give up meat perishable before modern methas a Lenten sacrifice. If so, pro- ods of handling were available,
tein alternates are essential to so any disturbance created by
keep a balanced diet.
taking fish and milk together was
probably due to one or the other
Fisk Is Plentiful
being spoiled. Now that both
Among the best of these is
can be handled safely, no one
•7 fish. There are many nations need be afraid of delicious fistswhere fish is much more plentiful and-milk dishes such as oyster
than meat. One finds fish as a
stew, fish bisques and Boston
course routinely on hotel and chowders, scalloped fish and searestaurant menus in all of Eufood, or just a good cold glass
rope, at dinner and sometimes
of milk with a fish dinner.
at luncheon. In the Orient fish
Fisk Is Delirious
la a staple in many diets where
There is no end of delicious
meats seldom appear. The va
to suit any taste;
dishes
fish
dishes
fish
of
riety and tastiness
steak, boiled
- in the Scandinavian countries is broiled swordfish
deep-fried Dover
haddie,
finnan
Well known.
papillote
en
When we say 'fish', we include sole, pompano
bag with
▪ as • matter of course, the shell (baked in a paper
sauce), tuna
lobster
and
shrimp
crayfish,
clams,
—oysters,
▪
trout,
lobsters, crabs, mussels. abalone, casserole with rice, brook
or deep-fried,
- scallops and the less popular shrimps in cocktail
different
dozen
squid. Any variety of fish sup- lobsters in a
Rockefeller, fish
plies good quality protein. Fish styles, oysters
change at
and seafood from the ocean con- sticks (good for a
loaf, smoked
salmon
breakfast),
tribute in addition, necessary
herring
minute quantities of iodine re- fish of various kinds,
. . Fish.
quired by the body. Before the marinated or kippered
in
included
be
should
fact,
in
ascerwas
goiter
simple
of
cause
a good
tained about 45 years ago, pop- the diet year 'round_ It's
food.
quantiextensive
ulations using

THE POLAROID
SWINGER
We have tM camera everybody's been waiting for. The
inexpensive Polaroid Land
camera that makes
black and white pictures
in just 10 seconds.
There has never been
a camera with half the
value packed into it
for this price. It freezes
action. There's never
any focusing. ft even
tells you when to take
the picture.

ONLY

$19.118

THE
POLAROID
COLOR PACK
CAMERA
Color Pack Cameras make
color pictures in 60 seconds
and black and white in only 10.
And this new economy model
Iff,vos big 3% a 4% inch prints
(just like the deluxe cameras), uses easy-to-load pack film and has
automatic electric eye exposure control. Come in for a free demonstration. Let us shrew you your own color picture on-the-spot.
Polaroid/I by Polaroid Corporation

NEW LOW PRICE ON COLOR
FILM. Now that Polaroid color
pack film has been reduced in
price you can enjoy the fun of
instant color photography
more than ever. There's no
thrill in photography like di

ft

A Famous Trail
of the Old West
Being Reblazed
By MICHAEL ANDERS
United Peas International
WASHINGTON i LIP! — A
historic road through Wyoming
and Idaho. once the rugged
highway for westward bound
Immigrants, la being rebissed
for posterity.
It is known IS Lander Road
In the mid-1600a It was part
of the equally historic Orxgon
Trail and was in the area where
In 11147 Brigham Young and
his little band of Mormons held
their famous "feast in the wilderness"
The Interior Department Is
taking steps to save the road

House Plant
Suggestions
NEW YORK UPI —Starting
small usually is a good idea for
beginning house plant collectors—but don't start too small
this fall and winter
Plants in smaller containers
—less than 25 inches—generally require more time and attention under average home
conditions than those in larger
clay pots, says the Potted Plant
Information Center.
The center says there is a
growing preference among indoor gardeners for miniature
Pa plants, such as professionally grown African violets and
roses, geraniums and compact
chrysanthemums, begonias and
cyclamen, with shorter stem
lengths that don't sacrifice lush
blossoms.
However. unless you have a
window greenhouse or terrarium where you can maintain
plants under the same careful
controls as professional grow,
ers, it's best to buy and keel
plants in three or four-Inch
dal Pots, or larger Edam, depending on the plants.
Porous clay pots are preferred by most professional
growers and container gardening experts because they provide plants with the same
natuial growing and drainage
conditions found in the earth
Itself. These terra cotta containers slowly diadpate excess
water and thus reduce "drowning," the greatest hazard to indoor plant health and growth
MOSCOW MARKET
UPI) — An
MOSCOW
American woman needs to
change her shopping habits in
Moscow.
Moat Mores are closed on
Monday, but open on Sunder.
One huge department store.
the famous GUM, is open every
clay of the week from 8 am. until 8 p.m. and popular purchases include fur hats, embroidery, chess sets and silver
tea glees holders.
NEFF GUIDE
NEW YORK (UP11—Tourists
Intent on seeing all of Berlin
might keep an eye out for a
new guidebook said to be the
most complete rundown on Berlin published In English in recent years
The book, released by Karl
Baedeker of Preiburg is available from the MacMillan Co
New York. and its 336 pages include 26 maps and 128 sketches

NOTICE!
We are moving this weekend to the

"Little Red House"
140 Broadviay
South Fulton
In our new location we will have much more room And we will,
he able to serve you better, enlarge our departments to give you
better display, and increase our variety and quantity.
We will feature expanded siocksof:
• We buy from the 10 leading fabDowns and McGee Carpeting
ric manufacturers in the nation
and
Inlaid
Vinyl Lino• A.iinstrong
and display all of their materials.
leum
Our upholstering department will
• Viking Kitchen Carpeting
have larger and better quarters
to accommodate this growing
• Sandran Inlaid, Vinyls. Linoleum
business.
• Jim Martins Paints

Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Mone

press riders and wagon trains
at South Pass, • later name
for Gilbert's Station.
Telegraph Station
South Pass also doubled as
a station for the first transcontinental telegraph line In 11161
After it was burned down twice
by Indians, the station became
known appropriately as "Burnt
Ranch "
The III st genuine immigrant
Ii sin went over the Lander
road was guided by John Bidwell who struck It rich in the
1849 California gold rush and
was a candidate for President
on the Prohibition ticket in
1892
However. • wagon train led
by Elijah White. an Indian
agent and American missionary, was the first large one
of more than • 100 persons
to reach Oregon via the trail
Other notable guides on the
south Pass route included
mountaineer Kit C•rson,

from oblivion. Its Bui eau of
Land Management siid Wyoming state officials have joined
to Place commemorative bronze
plaques along the highway, beginning at Glibertx Station
Wyo.
The Plaques, four inches in
diameter, will be Imbedded 111
concrete at one-mile intervals.
to the terminus point at Rock
City, Idaho
The road. once 346 miles long.
was authorized by Congress in
1856 to be used by the military.
It was named for the Interior
Department's chief engineer,
Frederick W. Lander, who surveyed and staked the rout*.
Laying it out to bypass a
difficult section of the Oregon
Trail. Lander traveled 3,000
miles on horseback, discovered
16 mountain passes, and charted the Bear and Salt River
mountain ranges
Little more than • trail at
first, the route was a rest stop
for Concord stages. PORY ex-

$26.75

Deacon Benches

89.95

5-Piece Maple Dinette Set

8.95

Modern Table Lamps, pair

32.95

Recliners

$15.95

5-Tube RCA-Victor Radios

6.99

12-Cup Percolators

99.95

3-Piece Bedroom suites

6.99

"Broil-'N-Toast" _ _

$14.95

Swivel Chairs
Freely Cameo 91111
Mush Puppios, use,
T•rtor Same*
French Eries

FRIDAY
NIGHT

FISH
FRY!

Yard Lounges

5.99

$11.95 to 19.95

Swag Lamps
(A large selection()

5 to 12 p. m.
All von can eat $1.25
Children 75t

G H Discount Furniture

•
'
RESTA
Fulton, IC •

DER13:/

4th and Hy. Ayes. Fulton, Ity
Phone 472-1012

•

•••

BIGGES f

2.99

$6.95 to $29.95
Pole Lamps .
(Over 40 styles to choose()

,

•

Yard Chairs

VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • EASY

WE'RE

376

TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION.

CELEBRATING OUR

SAE
HAM
BISHOP
HAM SPRAY
Boys
Crew or Argyle

Neu White Canvas

490

SOCKS

Beg. 99c Save 1-2!

White and Solid Colors
Skies 7 • 10

STEP-INS
bier 61 z to 12
$3 values

Dial 472-1392

Bihig -dWeek

Meng
Lowcut Basketball
OXFORDS
Slses 6ii to 12
$3 values

3 Pair $1.00

$1.66

"sew'
L.J

fl

On* Large Group At

Sizes
32 to 38
See All
The New
Styles

Girls

JAMAICAS
$1.00
• Half Elastic Waist
Solid Colors and Plaids

Ladles
June

Nylon

5., I. 11

Buy two pair ge
one pair
Others Priced

From $9.00
To $13.00

LADIES

Shift Dresses

1

Draperies
• Ready to Hang
• Custom Styled
• 49% Rayon - 34%
Acetate - 17% Silk

48 x 63 $4.00
48 x 84 $4.50
Colors White and Beige

• Snap Fronts
* Prints
• Zantre Cotton
• Arnel Cotton

Your valued patronage has made all of this possible, and we greatly appreciate it. We are making this move in order to serve you better.

S. P. MOORE and COMPANY

8.95

Universal Steam and Dry Irons

P. N. HIRSCH st, CO

Charge it now
on convenient
credit terms!

May 26. 19(;(i
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$26.75
89.95
8.95
32.95
8.95
$15.95
6.99
99.95
6.99
$14.95
2.99
5.99
to $29.95

5 to 19.95
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Allen's

30,6

Allen's
Allen's

Cut Green Beans

5 for $1.00

Pineapple

20 oz. Cans

Hunt's The Best

4 for $1.00
Peaches
46 oz. Cans
Del-Monte Flavor
3 for $1.00
Drinks
16 oz. Cans
Hunt's
4 for $1.00
Cocktail
12 oz. Cans

Kellys

Luncheon Meat 2 for 89c

15-oz.
Cans

Northern Beans

15-oz.
Cans

Allen's

16 oz. Cans

15-oz.
Cans

June Peas

15-oz.
Cans

Spaghetti

27 oz. Can
Save

15-oz.
Cans

Turnip Greens

15-oz.
Cans

Allen's

Mandalay

Is
aketball
RDS
, to 12

Allen's

Allen's

JOHNSON'S White Hominy
HARD GLOSS Allen's
Glo-Coat Pork & Beans

Wax

15-oz.
Cans

Golden Hominy

15-oz.
Cans

Nylon

Prune Juice

7 oz. Can
Save
20c

16 oz. box

-"Vtichip COOkies
Flavor Kist
Lemon Cookies
Flavor Kist

16 M.Om

Hot Dog Sauce 4 for $1.00

Vienna Sausage 5 for $1.00

19c
lk
Lb. Box

lb. box 31c
Crackers
2 1-2 lb. Jar
Swift's
99c
Peanut Butter
16 oz. Cans
Heinz
Pork and Beans 2 for 29c

4 oz. Cans

55.00 Purchase)
Excluding Milk
and Tobaccos

(

D02.

Fresh Lean

Neck Bones
Fat Back

lb. 2k
lb. 29c

Slice Jowl

Bacon
lb. 49c Hamburger

2 lbs. 99c
3 lbs. $1.00

All Meat

lb. 69c Bologna

lb. 39c Chickens

Pork

L
yoa
PIGGLY•WIGG LY
Cantaloupes

Quality Produce

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Money
Orders
SOLID HERE

lb. 5k

ice Cold

Western Sweet

largo It now
convoniimt
!reclit terms,

Pledge

16 oz. Can

Kelly's

Fresh

Liver

9
9
9

JOHNSON'S
INSTANT

Lb Eing

Kelly's 10 1-2 Cans

Picnics

15-oz.
Cans

Must Greens

Allen's

Reelfoot
Is

Allen's

Peas and Carrots 8 for $1.00
4 oz. Cans
Swift's
for
5
$1.00
Sausage
Vienna

•.•
•.• •Lb.

15-oz,
Cans

Pinto Beans

Miss Liberty

Tray Pkg.

!BEE

Allen's

Salad Dressing Qt. 39c
Miss Liberty
Qt. 55c
Mayonnaise

i4005ER NiAlti1)

15-oz.
Cans

Navy Beans

6 for .$1.00
Peas;
16 oz. Cans
Allen's
Mix Vegetables 8 for $1.00

100 d 69c
Qt. 39c

Tea Bags
Shedd'a

REEL FOOT

two pair ge

Allen's

Pride of.Minois _

Good Hope

15-oz.
Cans

Mexican Beans

and. Tobaccos
. .. • .

Ladies

kI, to ii

9
9
9
9

Allen's

Purchase
Colonial($5.00
Excluding Milk

Grade A
Medium
is

($5.00 Purchase
Milk
Tobaccos
Excluding
\and

Peisi and Cokes
6 Bottle Carton

3for

Quality Produce

COME ligh613 (14

Watermelons

Quality Produce

au"AT YOUR FRIENDLY

Store Hours Mon. Thru
Wed. Always S & H Double Thurs. 8-8 Fri. & Sat. 8-9
Prices In This Ad
Acres of F-R-E-E
Day
Stamp
28th
Good thru Sat. May
Sunday 9 - 7AMmwommmommommile_.
Parking
Piggly Wiggly So. Fulton

?pen All Day Sunday
Come Shop Relax...SAVE

Full()
Fulton, Ky.
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vacuum puny and the system
being evacuated Moisture and
condensible gases which could
break into the vacuum or reduce the efficiency of the pump
are frozen on the cold trap and
easily removed. The process is
calltd "cyropumping "

CR1'OCENICS
CHICAGO (UPI) — Cryogenics, the science of ultralow
temperatures,
has
emerged
from the laboratory and become worldwide business. Liquid nitrogen (-320 degrees
for example. is used in vacuum-pumping products ranging from TV picture tubes to
space-simulation chambers. reports Chemetron Corp
The nitrogen fills a metal
container called a "cold trap"
placed in the line between the

4LL-NIGHT SCHEDULE
CHICAGO (UPD—The major leagues had their first
all-night 'game schedule on
Aug. 9. 1946, when all eight
games were played at night to
a total attendance of 205.980.

ALL POPULAR ANALYSES
10-20-20
5-20-20

0-20-20
6-12-12
5-10-155
PROVEN
PERFORMANCE
In
Yielding Ability —
Standing Ability Root
Lodging — Disease Resistance
Large Flats — $9.50
per bu.
Regular Flats — $10.25
per bu.
Available now at

BROWDER
MILLING COMPANY
Fulton, Kentucky

Dial 472-1300

Best Herd Ever!
•

•
•
•

Joe Weatherford with Dart of his herd.

Joe and his father, A. C. Weatherford of
Wingo, Rt. 1, recently sold 106 head of
hogs that were fed on the Wayne program.
Most of these hogs graded No. 1 and Joe
gives credit to the right balance of protein
all through the growing period.
"These hogs were the fastest growing
hogs we have ever had."

give it a try.
* * *
Kentucky lamb
producers will have
an opportunity to

TRAVEL TOPICS

New Customs Regulations
Merit a Traveler's Study
By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)—Americans traveling overseas would
be well advised to check new
U.S. customs regulations which
have reduced the amount of
purchases they can bring home
without paying duty.
Effective Oct. 1. a new law
cuts by more than 50 per cent
the total of duty free allowances
on merchandise bought aboard
by U.S. residents. Among other
changes, it slashes drastically
duty exempt liquor purchases.
The new rules. - approved by
Congress and signed into law by
President Johnson last summer,
are designed to restrict spending by Americans abroad in the
interest of reversini. the unfavorable U.S. balanc. of payments position.
The millions of dollars spent
annually by Americans traveling in foreign lands has been
blamed in part for the "dollar
gap" and the resultant drain
on U.S. gold reserves. In fact,
there were some suggestions
earlier this year that a $100
head tax be imposed on each
American going abroad. These
'trial ballons" were shot down
by shocked reactions from official and unofficial circles both
at home and overseas.
Compromise
Instead. Johnson proclaimed
a "Discover the U.S A." program and called on Congress to
slice duty-free exemptions to
$50 fair retail value. The new
law was, in effect, a compromise
between the old measure and
the administration demand.
It cut the allowances from
$100 wholesale value — or
roughly $165 retail — to $100
fair retail value.
Under the former regulations,
all American regardless of age
were allowed to bring home one
gallon of liquor duty free The
new law allows only one quart
per person 21 years of age and
older.
Some Exceptions
Exceptions are made for
Americans. 21 and up, returning
from or via the U.S. Virgin Islands. American Samoa and
Guam Each may still bring in
one gallon duty free, provided
that not more than one quart
was acquired elsewhere than in
these islands.
U.S. residents returning home
directly or indirectly from the
American territories in the
Caribbean and Pacific
get
another break. Duty-free alincreased
lowances have been
to $200 fair retail value, as long
as not more than $100 worth of
the articles have been purchased elsewhere.
To qualify for the exemption,
Americans must be outside the
United States for at least 48
hours except in the case of the
ft S. Virgin Islands and Mexico.
There is no minimum time
•equirement for visitors to the
Virgin Islands and our neighbor south of the border.
In addition. the full duty free
exemption, or any part, may be
claimed only once every 30 days.
And as before, liquor purchases
are included.
Eliminate Regulation
The old "to follow" regulation — articles sent home later
from overseas — has been
eliminated. Returning residents
must bring purchases with them
If they are to be included in
the exemptions.
Another change limits gifts
sent to the United States duty
free to $10 failr retail value in
the country purchased against
the $10 wholesale figure previously. Such unsolicited gifts
still may be sent, but no more
than on to any one person in
any one day.
All oirchases abroad must be

declared on arrival, either orally or In writing. Wearing or
using merchandise bought overseas does not exempt it from
possible duty and must be declared at the price paid. Gifts
also must be declared.
The new regulations make it
even more important to save
all sales receipts and avoid pos-

WHATS GOING ON
HERE
5.

Annot
Commumonn.
n.nn

This is "Spring
lamb" time in Kentucky. The Blue
Grass State Sheep
Association is now
engaged in a special
project to promote
greater consumption
; d lamb hy Kentuddans.
The Department of
Agriculture, as well
as a number of other
- agencies, is cooperating in the
' project.
Sheep numbers on
Kentucky farms a r e
far below the figure
of 20 years ago.
However, the decline
has leveled off in
recent years and the
number has remained
about the sarrr. Many
leaders would like to
see more good flocks
on Kentucky farms,
and those engaged in
the sheep industry
feel that the potential
for successful growth
is very good.
Increased production
is not the major goal
of the "Kentucky
Spring Lamb Month'.'
promotibri. What the
sponsors really want
to do is to cultivate a
taste for lamb among
more consumers.
Somehow, many
people have a dislike
of lamb, particularly
in Central Kentucky.
This situation has
existed for many
years, and has hurt the
sale and consumption
of lamb throughout
the state.
The Blue Grass
State Sheep As sociation
hopes to change the
attitude of Kentucky
oonsurners by showing
the many ways lamb
can be served. Too,
they hope to show that
it canbe an economical and tasty source
of meat for the family.
During the next
several'weeks, housewives will be provided
information oontaining
hints on the uses of
lamb, recipes for
?reparing varibus
dishes, and what cuts
they can or shsciuld

Charlie States Store
Highway 51, North
PLIONE 4724531

Call us for FAST, EFFICIENT
ON -THE-FARM

TIRE SERVICE!

They buy feed from Butts Mill.

4111W6211,41Rdr
-

:Maud
tins 01
ter), w
pits, pi
Mein yi
convert
teey, It
tifn Ph

table complications in clearing
through custom.
• . •
For complete information on
the new regulations write to the
Bureau. of Customs, Washington, D.C. 20228. for the new
leaflet "Customs Hints."(

Leads
ef Tiro
fgeke 1

buy at their grocery
store. Restaurants
will be given tips on
preparing menus
featuring lamb.
Placecards and mats
will be displayed as a
means of drawing
more attention to
lamb.
Of course when we
promote any farm
product through a
special meek or month,
we hope that the
results dont end when
the designated period
is over. Rather, we
like to feel that these
products will be used
every week of the
year. Since this is a
time for promoting
Kentixky spring lamb,
I would like to urge
all Kentuckians to

Fulton

Noe shoos reel system frIgh•
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Side-Band Your Corn With High Phosphorus
•

r

ANIMO-PHOS

I

1 II

/

made only by
Proper placement of high phosphorus
PlIOS fertilizers give young corn plants every
advantage for:

Ammo.

EARLY MATURITY • RICER QUALITY • RICHEST
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.
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,
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YEWS

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE

at N
..mi

City Coal Co•

1/M/MINI=4

PLonsi

TOUR

472-1150

vapp"lin

AGITZT
63

Factory Outlet Stores' Quarter - Killion - Dollar

1
62

STOCK REDUCTION SALE
We find aursolvea,..srvar-Isaught, ever-stocked and (mar loaded (this rains have provontod many people
from shopping for their now Spring and Summer clothing), and must quickly reduce inventory by
sacrificing thousands and thousands of dollars worth of trash, new ,firstnuality merchandise
through this gigantic and unprocedentod sal*.

61
61
64
66
66

64 :
11

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
ONE GROUP REG. TO $65.00

SUITS

$1800

V

14

A special group that includes Dacron and Worsteds, Dacron and
Cotton and smart new Seersuckers Not all sizes in every kind, but
a representative group that adds up to REAL BARGAINS.

Reg

Reg. to $65.00

$3500

Group of men's

smart

SUITS

new

Sport Coats
in beautiful new styles
and

patterns. All size,

Included in this group

A range made up of better quality Dacron and
Worsted Tropicals and
fine
All Wool
year
'round weights. A big
assortment that offers a
wide selection of the
best of the new styles,
patterns and colors.

$24"
One Group Reg. to $55
Year 'Round Weight

Reg to $7500

SUITS
Our finest clothing. Durable.
shape
holding,
2x2 Dacron and Worsted, fine Imported
All
Wool
Tropical&
and
luxerious
Pure
Silk
Truly a fine assortment
of quality clothing marked down for this great
sale.

$2900

$3600

One Group Men's

Men's Reg. to $35.00

SPORT COATS

Smart new patterns and
coloring in both Tropi'al & Re(tular Weights
Dacron in both the worsteds and cotton blends.
Fine All Wool regular
weights.

SPORT COATS

SUITS
Sturdy All Wool Worsteds, Sharkskin, Flannels,
etc., in smart new colors and patterns. Newest styles. An extraordinary value at just

Tropical weights only
this group to be closed
out at this ridiculously
Low Price. Setter come
in early because
the
quantity is limited.

$24"

$800
Men's Reg. $15.95

1 GROUP

Headquarters for The TOUGH BREED IF

participate in
shows this week au.
the first week of Junitc,.:
On Saturday, May

$199
'
Men's Reg. $10.95

SLACKS

SLACKS

ODD SIZES

Regular and actual values to $1595. Dacron &
Worsted Tropical,' in the
season's best colors and
styles.

Finest Wash
n Wear
fabrics in Dacron and
Cotton and Dacron blended with other synthetics. Light, medium and
dark shades.

9500

$995

ME'N'S .
SUITS

$795

2 for $13.50

20% AND MORE REDUCTIONS

66
65
65
64
63
63

63
63
61
62
62
61
60
59
58
57

0

IT PAYS TO FEED

479-2641
Broadway in South Fulton

all men's Straw Hats, Lonci and Short Sleeve Sport and Dress Shirts, Walking
Shorts - Jackets - Ties - Belts - Shoes Swimwear & accessories.

AYNE
FEEDS

ITS MIL

64
61

For Men and Boys
fix

thy on th• spot

DON'T LOSE VALUABLE WORKING TIME!

218 Main Street, Fulton
211 S. 7111 St., Mayfield
Fulton Store Open Saturday Until 8:30 p. m.

Mon..

0111111Pw

Fulton, Ky.

. .
.te in ritu
week an
1 of Jufnli:S;;
, May

May 26, 1966

FOR SALE

.

•

/7:5" EASY ro
BUY-SELL-RE/VT/1/RE.eft MVO WiThi
?Hand-made unpainted reproductRms of pre-Columbian Indian pottiry, water bottles, vases, flower
pits, jars, etc. Use plain or paint
mem yourself. Make nice gifts and
conversation pieces. Allen's Pottgry, Martin Highway, South Fut
tele/ - Phone 479-2573.
'lutist
Loads of 'end For the tire or set
ad Tires you want, ask Ken to
Make You a deal at CII&O.
•111181MINIMIaltelnEWIMMIllic

MOO
•saw of
40.1140SH
Peed Flier

rages 7
••

r,

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
CONVALESCENT
ITEMS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
OR
etc. are for rent or for sale at
HELP WANTED MALE
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2262.
FEMALE: — Rawleigh business
available in FULTON CO. OR CITY
OF FULTON, HICKMAN & CLINREDUCE,
unnecessary.
with Slender-X in table/ or chewing TON. Experience
guns form. Now available at Above average earnings. Write
Fla wleigh Dept. KYE-1071-240 FreeSOUTHSIDE DRUG
port, Ill.
—
—
—
In • hurry? 'Too bury to make
a dessert for your fatally? Theo
let Mrs. Violet Johnaon do your
cooking for you. Mrs. John000
makes delicious home-made pies to
order. Just cal her at 479-2183 and
your cooking's done!
_ —

isphorus

Say You Saw It In
THE SHOPPER

/S.

For The

AMMO-

every

I TIM

Cowboys Today Ride Herd-7
On (Gulp) Motor Scooters

Attention All V. Barsi•in
Sookers1
Old Bill has • 62 Chevy 4 door
Sedan with • VS motor and
automatic drive. Equipped with I
power
and
power steering
brakes, this Is • one mime, car I
L
Plats • rul nice buy.

If you need a baby sitter, call
Mrs. Jewell McClain, 4791735.
FoR SAI.E. a milk route delivering milk to the Cheese Plant
operated by Swift & Company of
hilton, Ky. This cffers a good income for the right person. Call
479-2663 or 472-253/3. Hours 8 AM to
6 PM.
-

I RI

111
many people
inventory by
üi.ndfs.

10 FORD truck, 6-cyl; geed
condition
SI GMC 34-ten; hydroulk lift
On MO,

211-25 ether cars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
DureldIng.
VorstAll
and
Silk
tment
margreat

Dial 471.3362
US 4641 Bypass, North

Say You Saw It In
TIIE SHOPPER

$12
$85

Lining room suite

$15

• PASSENGER

* TRUCK

$7 • piece
• TRACTOR

D•Luis• Frost Clear Gibson
$159.95
Refrigerator
DeLuss Frost Clear Gibson
PHIS
Refrigerator
Deluxe Frost Clear Gibson
$199.95
Refrig•

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

63 BELAIR 2-deer, 1-owner;
air conditioning
Seat.,
62 FALCON; Bucket
Ilk* new
62 PLYMOUTH 4 • doer
Belvedere
61 CHEVROLET hardtop 6-cyt
automatic; clean
61 FORD 4-dosr; automatic
68 PLYMOUTH Valiant station
wagon; nica
611 CORVAIR; automatic, clean,
1 owner
6111 FORD station wagon
MI GALAXIE V•8; Automatic
61 STUDEBAKER, 00 St. Dr.
black,
2.devor,
61 FALCON
straight
• CHIV Impala 4-dr; VB.
eutenialk
ft CHBV wagon, 4-deer
SS BUICK 2-door
se AreltggiE Ratan
$I CHUV. -cyl •utiemotle

Goner•I Electric Stools

Ear stools

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"

EVAN3 DRUGS

12.25 a so yd.
Cushion Floor
$75
Dixie Gas Range

and

at Ken-Tenn Auto Sales 1
.41

FAST RELIEF
iro-.1 /idly, itch t,ad
bun from HEMORRHOIDS
Resall Normets
Ointmeett and Fuppositories

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
30" Window fan

BEST

I

SERVICES. Those of you who
have some service to offer have an
opportunity in classifieds. Do you
paint? do alterations? fix bicycles?
baby sit? Make that spending money — use Shopper classifieds!

Free

Furniture Store
Phone 479-3421

Installation

Balancing

Fully Warranted

Fulton

EXCHANGE

SPECIAL.

Furniture Company

ALL POPULAR SIZES

OLD ORCHARD BEACH,
Maine ,1JP11—'The first "tourist" to visit this now-popular
seaside resort was Capt. John
Smith of Jamestown. Va.
Smith's sloop anchored off
here during the summer of
1614 — six years before the
Fulton Ct -Operative
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth.
A veteran traveler, Smith
399 Central Ave. 479.2352 was so impressed that he drew
a sketch of Old Orchard and
sent it to Sir Ferdinand de
Gorges In England, describing
the beach as the most beautiful he had seen.

ft
Is 4
COLOR TV'

ALIGNMENT
&BALANCING

.19" 21" 23" 25"

Black & White Sets
21" and 23"

r•
2
PORTABLE

We g vs
.
quality stamps

13"

161•ch•nic on Duty 6 am 10 pa
7 Days • Wuk
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
If It's Not Right ..
We'll Do It Again Free

W. C. DAMONS DX
SERVICE STATION
HSI By-pass — Highlands

GRANDFATHER
BE(:OiSES BROTHER

and up

HAMILTON. Mass. (UPI) —
grandfather,
53-year-old
A
Brother Mark Dittami, has just
a Catholic
ordained
been
priest in the Carmelite Order.
He's a former salesman.

•••••
•
••••••-•
•
•/...-••
-geve•-•••••••••••-

STEREO'S
up to $150 Trade on
color sets thru May

NEW' SECRETARY

nerieLNII and on

4

LOCAL
CARS

ELECTRIC GUITARS
1k Iry
AMPLIFIERS

WOOD & PRUITT
Walnut St. - Fulton

5
Vear
and
lentheand

Walking

44 FORD MUSTANG
65 MUSTANG 4.spitect, 4bar.
rdl
65 FORD 4.41ettr; extra nice!
64 GALAXIE hardtop, black,
rid interior • 310 - 3 spud
63 OLDS 4-door hardtop; air
and power.
63 FAIRLANE 500 2-door hard.
top V8; straight shift; utra
clean
63 VOLKSWAGEN bus, 1-own.
tr, clean
63 CHEVROLET Biel Air Sedan
62 FORD 3-slat wagon, rare
clun, 8, cruisom•tic, power
62 GALAXIE 8, cruisomanc,
power, 1 owner; red & whits
62 FAIRLANE 51)0 VII; straight
shift, a 1-owner local car
61 Ford Wagon. automatic and
power
60 CHEV IMPALA hardtop 4door; extra clean
59 Ford pickup, Cry/
58 CHEV BELAIR sedan, nice
& clean, 6-cyl, on• owner
57 CHEVROLET Bielair sedan;
extra nice
64 FORD pickier
61 (2/ FORDS pickups

"ARDIS
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1823
Gl-enn Starks,
Grady and Gaylen Varden

65 PLYMOUTH Esierscoda 2dr; reed; local car
65 CHID( PICKUP, V8, long
wide bed
65 CHEVELLE 2-dr. Super
Sport, 350 Hp. 4 speod; white
outside, black inside
65 IMPALA Super Sport; blue
in and out; 327 engine, Pg.
Ps.
65 CHEVROLET 300 Deluxe
4-Dr. sedan V8; Pg.
44 CHEVELLE Super-Sport;
red; 4-speed; Ky. car
64 CHEVELLE Malibu 2-door
hardtop; 4-spied; local oar
64 IMPALA Super-Sport; blue
with blue; 300-hp, 4-speed;
local car
64 CHEVROLET E•lair with
tar end power; red-white
44 CHEVROLET impala conyertibtr, Ps, Pg; white out.
side blue inside
64 COMET 6-cyl 4-door; air
condiHoneed; local Ky. car
63 CORVAIR 4-door, Pg
63 CHEV II Nova 4-door, Pg
2-door
LeSabr•
62 BUICK
hardtop; power steering;
black
V8
4-dr
Eclair
62 CHEV
straight
62 CHEV Ulan- 4-dc 4.cyl
Straight
61 CHEV Impale 4-dr hardtop

TAYLOR

AUCTION SALE

SOUTHERN STATES

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

(New Car trade-ins)

and
ropelehts
worends
ruler

GOT THERE FIRST

Terms To Suit

STRINGS

.00
rs

By WILLIAM R. BRINTON
crowded with western-dressed
United Press International
cattlemen. I was hardly nobeing trapped by the stampedDODGE CITY. Kan .171.1/—
ticed in my Ivy League-cut
ing cattle.
Rancheis in this cattle center
business suit.
Then a large ferocious herd
of the old West have gone soft.
down
Auctioneers here run off an
of cattle was shuttled
Cattle barons of yesteryear
average of 800 fat cattle and
the row of pens.
would turn over in their handthe
cattle
for
er
again
stocker-feed
6,400
Jumping once
tooled boots at livestock transdaily. They have auctioned oft
fence. I noticed a ten-gallon
actions conducted by the modherd
14,000
the
13,000 and
between
hat protruding above
ern rancher
stocker-feeder cattle in one day.
and a strange "beep, beep"
Gone are the cattle drives up
unless the Kansas catAnd
noise.
and
the panhandles of Texas
has tales as tall as his
tleman
Close on the heels of that
Oklahoma—hot in the sumTeXEIS counterpart, the cattle
herd rode the paraferocious
mer, ravaged by blizzards in the
has
City
Dodge
business in
gon of the old west. But this
winter—the inevitable g u n
the largest In the
to
grown
cowboy was riding a motor
fights at the end of the trail
world.
scooter his long, lanky legs
and the endless haggling over
in the days of wild and
Back
sticking high into the air as if
the price of the stock
Dodge City. ranchers
wooly
he were riding a kiddie cycle.
Modern ranchers either By
herded in an eetimated 325.000
"Oh, well." I shrugged — and
or drive in air conditioned comcattle annually. Now
of
head
walked back to my car.
fort while the steers are shipped
one sale barn runs from 350.truck
or
rail
by
000 to 375,000 head through
They still come here from
the auction annually.
Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico,
• • •
Colorado and some even from
E.NUM TV AND
DISSATISFIED WITH the
but
Aikansas
MisxiasiPtet and
complacence of a breed whose
that's as far as the ruggedness
SERVICE
ELECTRIC
forebears were ruthless, hardgoes
drinking and Mewling. I deSale bains now are air condicided to wench for adventure
tioned and the stock is heided
elsewhere
by cowboys riding motor scootBehind the sale barn, crowders
stock
ed in pens as far as the eye can
limiest
In the world's
see. are the product of the old
and feeder auction barn, Mcwest—cattle
Kinley-Winter, ranchers are
My guide and I weaved our
treated to a rare quality of
47.
way through the maze of fence 316 W,,Inut
corn!Ott
guarded at each entry gate by
• • •
BIDDERS AND sellers lounge
on contour chairs in an air conditioned sale barn built in the
shape of an old Grecian theater.
Well-established local store. Permanent position.
The traditional dress is there
cowboy boots, ten-gallon hats
Age 23 - 45, married man preferred. Previous exwestern-styled clothing
and
perience desirable but not necessary. Salary plus
But there are no sweating bidcommission.
ders in this barn.
atmosphere
To drink in the
Write "SALESMAN",% The News. PO Box
of a bygone era, I traveled to
this wild west center seeking
307, Fulton, Ky. All letters will be kept strictly
the tough, arrogant cowhand
confidential.
But even in the sale barn

SALESMAN WANTED

Free

WADE'S USED
buy it at

an unshaven cownand as rugged as the prairie he stands on
Cattle, as dangerous looking
as a bull at the Mexico City
Arena on Sunday afternoon, are
shuttled into and out of the
sale barn in rapid succession
Each time we leaped for a
fence and scurried up to avoid

BARGAINS OF THE WEEK!

PICK SITES

.
62 FORD, Galaxie 500, 2 dr Hardtop, Automatic transmission,
00.00
Power Steering, V8 Engine, A nice car for only
63 PLYMOUTH Belvedere, 4 dr Sedan. 6 cylinder, Automatic
Transmission, Power Steering, A perfect car for only $1115.00
SEE 111.1. ADAMS or BOB GLISSON
FULTON CAR MART, Fulton, Ky.

NEW YORK .UPD — Dr.
Henry J Whiting of Montclair,
N.J , has stepped into the newly created post of secretary of
social welfare with the Board
of Social Ministry of the Lutheran Church of America.
According to Dr. Harold
Haas, executive secretary of
the Board of Social Ministry,
"The major thrust of the new
position will be study, writing
and consultation in the basic
health and welfare issues of our
day."
Whiting, a pastor of the
American Lutheran Church,
has been associate director of
the Commission on Social Welfare of the National Council of
Churches for the past three
years.
DES MOINES. Iowa ,UPI
Dallas, Tex. Rochester, N. Y..
and Long Beach. Calif , are
cities in contention as host for
the 32nd biennial business convention of the Assemblies of
God in August, 1967.
Other sites considered at a
meeting here were Baltimore.
Md., Houston. Tex., Kansas
City, Mo., Mobile, Ala , and
Philadelphia. Pa

Place: 101 Clinton, St. Hickman, Kentucky

Tine: 9:30 A.N. Jane 4th 1966
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with all kinds of Groceries.
here is the opportunity of a life time to buy at bid
any and all kinds of canned goods, cigarettes, chewaa“
t
`tte.
ing totattat

Big Super Market filled

After selling groceries we will offer the following described supermarket equipment.
I
1
1

22 Foot sum top v•oatabl• box (Fredrick)
10 Foot open too v•g•tabl• box bFredrlckl
10 Foot soon too Meat Boo (McCary)
(McC.e.y)
12 Foot open top vegetable box

1
2 Decal Scales (like nowt
1 Hobart moat slicer (new)
(McCary)
1 14 foot meat box
1

Toledo Scidos
Slab meat cutter

1

National Cash Register

1

12 Grocery Carts (like mtvel
1 Set warehouse scale's
Several nice store shelves in good shape
Several used TV's
Several ingest Refrigerators
And Mann other articles too numerous to mention
The equipment will be sold at 1:30 P. M.
Owner: Mr. and Mrs. Herman Gaddy
236-2292
"
Sales Mgr. Mardi K. Hastings
Clerk: Dewey Johnson

Ph. 236-2202

Ph.472-3503

Cashier: Mrs. Mary Virginia Johnson
Auctioneers:

John B. Stayton.

James P. Johnson

Complete Home Heating &
Air Conditioning

These are the - - FACTORY

LENNOX

TRAINED

MECHANICS — Standing

GAS FURNACES

ready to check and repair
your automobile efficiently,

AIR CONDITIONERS

safely, and economically.

HEAT-PUMPS

Gel Your Car Heady
Before You GO!

ELECTRIC FURNACES
ALL NEW
GAS PACK UNIT

Chev.-Buick.Inc.

F. It A. APPROVED

FULTON, KY,
Used Car lot 472 3241 Fulton Main office 472-2466
Ellis Heeatiecott — Aubrey Taylor — Larry key — Glenn
Faulkner; Dwain and Dan Thytoo

Smallman Sheet Metal
101 WEST STATE LINE • SOUTH FU,ION TENN

FULTON, KY.

•PHONE 472-1912

t'age H

May 26, 1966

Fulton, Ky

FRESH
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SLICED

REELFOOT

BACON

LB
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SLICED BACON'"E":). 59c FRANKS
GREEN PEAS v..
1 ORANGE
MIXED VEG.
JUICE
CUT CORN io
CREAM
PIES

OUR OWN PTRE PORK
LB.

49c PORK CUTLETS

TENDER
LB.

59c PORK STEAK

ISOM

L8 49(

FRETTSHNDLSERAN

REELrool

SLICED LUNCH MEATS
& PIMENTO LOAF

PICKLE
LIVER CHEESE
SPICED LUNCIIMEAT
CHICKEN LOAF

U.S. GOVERNMENT GRADED CHOICE
LB.

REELFOOT
LB.

59( B. O. CHICKENS L.69(6. O. PORK
39c
ICE Milk's"
SUGAR
ICE CREAM's
' COUPON

N

TURNER'S

FROZEN

E. W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE •0

QUARTS$1

FOR

29c
L.$1.25

607., PKG.

OUR OWN DELICIOUS TASTING

ERA FT FRESH

140Z.

WA

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

-,

5

LB.

G:L159c
ALA
PkRIK

$I

4 1 E(ob
GRADE A

1
III
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INSPECTED

SIRLOIN
790 STEAK

OZ. PKG.

WI

Itc
de

U. S. GOVERNMENT

tH 39c SAUSAGE

SMOKED JOWL

be
Ca

39c0LEO 5 LB,

With This Coupon and Additional 15.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.

LITTLE ANDY

MEDIUM

°COMAII
FOR $
FROZEN

DOZEN

,A
lia
Sim
Wednesday
wme

1 Coupon Per Customer

E. W. JAMES & SONS

COUPON

ate
su<
hal
ed
am
wh
Th4
hel
fit'

PURE
CANE

anc
the
the
ha<

LBS.

tea
Pre

elti

WITH
COUPON

Ye

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY
PLUS
LOW, LOW PRICES

JACKSPRAT

N 4 390
N. 4.190POPCOR
lE ogalBtiR
FACIAL
4
$1 SNACKS
$1 TISSUE
TISSUE
DON'T

FOR

GIANT SIZE
BOX

53c
6'R59
49c
35(
1 — 39(

WHEATIES 1202.
CHEERIOS 101/2 oz.
TOTAL ,oz.
DALSEY
WHISTLES
BUGLES

BOXES

BOX

TOMATOES
6

CORN

EA-RS 39
°

NEW STORE HOURS
MONDAY Ulm THURSDAY
8:00A.M. to6:00P. M.

FRIDAY thru SATURDAy
8:OOA.M.t09:IXIP.M.

woaraAINWO• •• a•.•. .

—

COI

rei

CAI

QUALITY STAMPS

CAC

W/TH YOUR NO.SCOUPON YOU FISCE/VED IN MAIL

thi

EXTRA SAVINGS -- PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

$1 Ciii2 immE!--FORKS

390

VINE
RIPENED

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

NO Free

pie

STAINLESS
STEEL

BY GENERAL
MILLS)

4ROLLS
PER PKG.

FRESH YELLOW

MC

the

COUPOI

GENERA! MILLS

LBS.

PUFFS

AW

8.. 45c TUNA FISH
..z. 55( DEVILED EGGS
49c APPLE SALAD
16.z. 59c POTATO SALAD
53( PIE SHELLS

JACK SPRAT

usa

FROM OUR KITCHEN

FROM OUR KITCHEN

HAM SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
BAKED BEANS
BANANA PUDDING
SPAGHETTI

PC'

allIS
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thi

all

la!

hI
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tic
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